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RQQKgJ^!} GRADUATION HONORS

Postmasters Met

Knox Hotel Scene Of March
Principal A. Hamilton Boothby
Session: Tri-County Meet !
School announced Friday morning at
In Rockland Next
boys had taken the highest honors for
Month

A

Wreckage of the ('amden, Kockland, Thomaston bus from which seven persons escaped electrocution
Thursday when It crashed Into the Glen Cove 13,000 volt sub-station of Central Maine Power Company,
Debris from the accident oovers the bus. Including the mesh w-lre fsnes. power line polee and cablee.

Seven persona aboard a Tolman
bus enroute to Camden from Rock
land escaped electrocution by mer
est chance ln mid-afternoon Thurs
day when the bus crashed Into the
Central Maine Power Company
suhstation at Glen Clove
The Thomaston-Rockland-Camden bus swung wildly out of con
trol just after it had passed the old
power station in Glen Cove. Com
pletely out of the control of driv
er Howard Glover, the careening
unit crashed two barriers of the
high
voltage
substation
ana
brought down power lines and two
poles on Itself.
Central Maine officials said La
ter that transmission lines feeding
the elaborate substation set-up
carried 33.000 volts Local lines

The Knox County Unit of the
Postmaster's Association held its i
monthly meeting in the Knox Hotel
Thomaston, Wednesday night with
a fairly good attendance despite
the prevailing sickness and rough
seas which almost prevented Post
master Drew from crossing the bay.
There were a number of visitors—
Postmaster Louise Brooks of Wal
doboro, secertary of the Lincoln
County Unit; Postmaster Lillian
GuptiU of Newcastle, president of
the Lincoln County Unit; Post
master Cyril Hopper of Lincoln
ville, president of the Waldo Coun
ty Unit. Mr. Hopper was accom
panied by his wife.
Members of the Knox County
Unit present were Postmaster Ev
erett Hobbs of Hope. Postmaster
Ena Hawkins of St. George and
Mrs. Hawkins, Postmaster and Mrs.
David Pollock of South Thomas
ton, Postmaster Bertha Borgerson
and husband of Owl's Head, Post
master Hilliard Spear of Warren,
Postmaster James Connellan of
Rockland, Postmaster O. V. Drew
of Vinalhaven. Postmaster Howard
Monaghan of Port Clyde and Post
master Donald George of Thomas
ton, who was the host of the occa
sion.
For April 9, a tri-county meet
ing, consisting of the units from
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Coun
ties will be held at Hotel Rockland.
Editor Frank A. Winslow of The
Courier-Gazette has been invited
to be the guest speaker.

serving the immediate area carry line had been broken.
7.200 volts. All these lines were in
None of the passengers ln the
danger of dropping on the bus
bus were reported to have been
The bus traveled some 40 feet injured, or the driver, who obtained
off the highway to its right and another bus and continued his trip
knocked down two heavy poles and somewhat later.
a wire barrier protecting the sub
The bus was badly damaged. The
station. A second wire barrier was front end was demolished and the
also struck.
left front section of the body by
Wires, poles, fences and support the driver’s seat and the windshield
ing cables of the poles and sub smashed.
station crashed about the bus. An
It was reported that the bus hit
automatic cut off switch at the1 a bump in the highway which threw Seeks Scrap Metal
company control station near Au it out of control. Failure of the
gusta caused the broken lines to go steering equipment as the bus Grand Voiture and Eight To
dead -nstantly.
swung the slight curve and started
Begin a Gigantic Collec
The dispatcher at Augusta, in up Power House Hill is also a pos
tion
stead of closing the circuit again sibility.
as is usually the case, switched to | Damages to bus and substation
The Grande Voiture of the State
another circuit and called Rock will reach a considerable figure be of Maine is making a gigantic col
land officials that the transmission fore either are restored to service. lection of scrap metal, starting
March 24 and ending April 1. It
town report, has proved insuffi is our hope to get this message to
cient for most of the past seven everyone in the State of Maine—
to the farmer as well as the city
years.
The sum of $10545 is asked to dweller. In order to do this the
replace funds taken from the sur Grand Voiture of the State of
Budget To Be Presented Monday Totals plus
to erect the new municipal Maine ask you to cooperate in the
building; $6000 for payment on the appeal for this metal. This drive
$109,623 For a $7,433 Increase
1550 bond issue of $36,000; and has three purposes:
First, in order that we may have
$2000 for a new school bus.
the conveniences at home, we must
Manager
Irving
points
out
that
Waldobord voters will hold their budget of $109,623 which, if ap
the town has acquired road equip supply the mills with scrap metal.
annual town meeting Monday and proved. will hike the tax rate $6
Second, our flrst duty ln the 40 8
ment valued at $21,661.00 by setting
will consider
recommended to $76 This year's budget is $7433 up an operating account and is the rehabilitation of wounded
in exce.-s of last year's Increased charging the various road projects veterans and visitations in the va
.school costs, the February blizzard, rates equivalent to those for rent rious hospitals in which they are
located to make life as comfortable
and new building maintenance are ed equipment.
ATTENTION
for them as possible while they are
! factors in the increase.
The polls open at 9 a. m. and
The amount of $6000 is asked for will remain open until 1 p. m. for away from home. Many of the
ELKS!
the new school building fund, as the election of officers foUowing men and women in these hospitals
Due to Dining Room
.ncreased enrollment makes it ap which the 46 articles in the war are hundreds of miles away from
their nearest relatives, and it is our
pear that a new elementary school rant will be considereed.
Alterations
duty to visit them and make them
I building will be necessary before
ST PATRICK'S DANCE
comfortable.
many years.
The next time you get jittery,
Third, is child welfare. We have
Increased school costs call for an
POSTPONED UNTIL
just remember that there are over
additional $3300, and Increased in ten inilUon nerves in the human many children who have need of
SATURDAY, MARCH 22 terest on the town debt is set at
medical care, need of crutches,
brain and spinal cord.
32-33
wheel chairs, clothing, shoes. This
$15-0. Maintenance of the new mu
again is our duty, to see that these
nicipal Building will require an
things are taken care of.
other $1500
So, if you will kindly give us
The February blizzard cost the
NOTICE
your co-operation in this drive, we
town $1000. which is being asked
believe we can make more people
for besides the regular Winter care
ROCKLAND CHAMBER
happy, and America a better place
appropriation of $6400 which Man
to live in.
OF
COMMERCE
ager Ralph Irving points out in the
The Grande Voiture of Maine
---------------- -----------------------------REGULAR
will appreciate every effort that
MONTHLY MEETING
you may make along this line.

Tuesday, March 18
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SLAM
BAM
ALAKAZAM!
It’s the
• Every type R cylinder of PyROFAX Gas is guaranteed lo contain
100 lbs. of gas, by weighl. This is
enough to lasl the average family
three or moro months for cooking.
PYHOFAX Gas is the superior bot
tled gas service for refrigeraiion and
waler-heating, too. See us today for
the best in gas appliances-the best
in bottled gas service.

of Rockland High
assembly that two
the Class of ’52.
Robert Gardner, star athlete and prominent gener
ally in school affairs the past four years, was named as
valedictorian of the class. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Gardner of Lawrence Street.
Salutatorian of the class is Emery Howard, Jr., son
of Dr. Emery Howard and Mrs. Esther Howard. He also
has been prominent in athletics and school affairs.
Eight other students were named as having attained
very high ranks in their courses. No information as to
their position in class rankings was given other than to
recognize them as the 10 highest in the large class.
Of the 10 named, eight have followed the college
preparatory course while two are commercial course stu
dents.
Photographs of each and identifying information on
each student is belowWilliam Pease
College course
Son oi' Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Pease
224 Limerock street

Pipe Salesman: "There are two
mice fighting up here in my room.”
Room Clerk: "How {puch are you
paying for your room?”
Pipe Salesman: “One Dollar.”
Room Clerk: "What do you ex
pect for a dollar, a bull fight?”

1

Emery Howard, Jr., Salutatorian.
College course. Son of Dr. Emery
Howard and Mrs. Esther Howard.
He is a member of the National
Honor Society and the l>tin and
Washington Clubs.
He has been
prominent in athletics.

Robert Gardner, Valedictorian.
College course. Son of Mr. and
Mrs Henry Gardner, 31 Lawrence
street. jje is president of the StuCouncil, member of the N'atjonaj Honor Society and preminent in athletics. He is a member
of the Latin and the Washington
clubs.

Vivian Burpee
College course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Burpee, Ash Point

MINSTREL

SHOW

Greatest

BOCKLAND, ME.

Town
At the

Caroline Senter
College course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Senter, 236 Broadway

Lawrence Hatch
College course
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Hatch, South Thomaston

Janet Stone
College course
Daughter of Mrs. Gladys Stone
176 Broadway

A. -XX

If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loas of hapoiness.—Charles Darwin.
RESOLUTIONS
A little less impatient with those
we deem too slow;
A little less of arrogance because
of all we know;
A little more humility, seeing our
worth is slight;
We are such trivial candles com
pared to stars at night!
A little more forgiving and swifter
to be kind;
A little more desirous the word of
praise to find:
The word of praise to utter and
make a heart rejoice—
A little bit more careful to speak
with gentle voice.
A little more true eagerness to un
derstand each other;
A little more real striving to help a
shipwrecked brother;
A little more high courage for that
which must be done;
These be our resolutions—and God
help us every one!
—Bible Advocate.

HEAR

BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P.

123-8-tf

STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
So. Thomaston Grange Hall

Let us be thankful that gamblers
have made no effort to corrupt our
national game of passing the buck

A young man’s decline begins
the day he thinks he can make a
j dollar easier than by honest work.
------------------------------------------------

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Woodeork’s Orchestra—8.3d to 12.
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
6-Th&S-tf

Jeannine Leach
College course
Daughter of Mrs. Phyllis Leach
42 James street

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

of St. George

I Have Acquired the Business Formerly
Conducted by
HALL-& CAIN

I. O. O. F. Hall

Featuring
ROLAND ARMAND
and His Band

Tenant's Harbor

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

hold a State Master Plumber's License.

j
|

8 o CLOCK

. ** I

Mary Jean Glendenning
Commercial course
Daughter of Ralph Glendenning
15 Birch street

Carol Elwell
Commercial course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Elwell, 80 Pleasant street

A philosopher is one who con-|
soles himself with the thought that
things won't prove to be as bad as .
he thinks they will.

The Home of
Popular, Classical and Western

517 OLD OOUNTY ROAD — ROCKLAND

And will continue at this same location.

I have

had 12 years experience in this line of business and
I will

RECORDS

THt MU0W SHOP

continue handling the same lines of equipment and

March 21 and 22
33&35

11 Park St.

supplies as handled by Hall & Cain.

CHARLES W. SHAW
BUSINESS TEL. 468-M

X.

STATION WLAW

Community Club

At

The

Thorndike Hotel

1

Presented by

Time in

Nightly from 8.30 till 12

One year ago; The Baptist
Men’s League voted to disband—
The Kaler brothers of Rockland
were re-united in Korea after
three years—Chummy Gray re
igned as manager of the Thomas
ton Clippers—Deaths: Togus, Henry
S Marr of Thomaston, 61; 'Warren,
William F. Sidensparker, 77; Tularose. N. M.. Dr. Parker Kalloch,
94.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

I leaves very little for a chip.

teperioi BOTTLED CAS Service

TEL. 738

Secretary' of Commerce Sawyer
tells about the latest in Washing
ton jardon:
You don't call it your office, but
my shop" You don't delay some
thing you believe should not be
done; you drag your feet.” You
don't postpone or slow up a pro
gram; you "phase lt out.” You
don’t deal with this matter under
a certain description; you "han
dle it within a certain framework.”
A mistake in timing or a dis
crepancy is a "slippage" or "a short
fall." The matter at hand is not
a specific problem; it's an "ad hoc
detail." You don't end a Job; you
finalize it'—Globe’s daily story.

Folks should be peaceable nowa

Room

44S MAIN ST.

By the Roving Reporter

Then there was the story about
the country editor who was ac
cused of being influenced by pow
erful interests. "Sure I am influ
enced by powerful interests” he
•aid, "but you leave my wife out
of it."—Lewiston Journal.

plfzrarajgrarajajzfajgjHjajHfzrajar, days—the tax on their shoulders

Rainbow

Albert E, MacPhail

The Black Cat
My friend Joe Kelley, whose ad
dress is Honolulu, Alaska, care of
A R R, favors me with a souvenir
postcard descriptive of Juneau.
Keeps in touch with his Rockland
friends through The CourierGazette.

WALDOBORO FACES RATE OF $76

Hotel Rockland—7.30

Volume 107, Number 33

RES. TEL. THOMASTON l»6-4

31-33

kockland, Me.

Tel. IWt

Mobil-flame
SOCONYVACUUM

ut ut
COMPTON'S
282 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
TEL. lltt
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FROM MEMORY'S REALM
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Mayo's Sport Chat

[EDITORIAL]

Harking Back To Period When Lime Rock

WHAT IKE SAID
A letter from Gen. Eisenhower was made public in
Washington Thursday, and it shows the high calibre of the
man. "Ike" said:
"From two or three of my good friends I have received
intimations that the rank and file are fearful that if given
the opportunity I would completely ignore organization and
loyal workers in order to be a wild maverick.
"Of course, such a fear seems a little incomprehensible
to me because certainly it is known that I have spent much
of my life in activities in which strong organization was the
first requisite. However, it does seem clear that this kind of
intelligence does exist.
"I, therefore, would not hesitate to let it be known in
some proper manner that I would never ignore the rank and
file of any organization. I think my record will show that I
have never lacked faith in those with whom I have been
associated."

R. R. Was Supplying 25 Lime Kilns

combination Bumper-Grille Marks ’52 Kaiser
re

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Finds That the Little League
Idea Is Flourishing In
Waldoboro

( By Bob Mayo)
Over in Waldoboro the Little
I League idea is flourishing and pros(By Frank A. Winslow)
! pects are rosy tor a league of at
least four teams. This information
comes from able and personable
Chuck Begley, Waldoboro High’s
' basketball and baseball coach with
whom your agent talked at some
length before the ball game the
other night. Eight different Waldo
boro firms and individuals have
' chipped in $150 each to get the ball
rolling, the site of the playing
field has been decided on. and sev
eral meetings have been held, al!
AN EXCLUSIVE NEW “bumper bridge’’ which forms the center portion of the grille as well as providing
1 well attended.
substantial new hood and radiator protection is a prominent feature of the Kaiser for 1952. The fullSEE REAL SCRAP NOW
length styling lines of the Kaiser DeLuxe and Manhattan models are carried through the contours of a
Present at a couple of these
new one-piece curved windshield and massive fender-top tail lamps. Mechanical features include the
The primary election in New Hampshire has started no
meetings was Harris Plaisted of
latest dual-range Hydra-Matic transmission plus new shock absorber and front suspension systems.
Lime Rock Locomotive No. 5
end of comment across the country, and about the only
Portland who is the Little League
of the 1952 Kaiser is distinguished
point on which the editorial writers and radio commenta
Commissioner for Maine Chuck
Other well-known Lime Rock
iSecond Installment)
by a massive bumper assembly and
tors seem to agree is that it means a bitter fight in the
says that $250 is needed for the
The Lime Rock Railroad revolu Railroad workers of that period
Republican National Convention. Before the New Hamp
operation of each team and that it The New Car, Shown Today, Is a Beauty protruding plastic tail lights visible
were "Lond George" Matthews, who
tionized the transportation prob
from the side as well as from the
shire surprise party there was a tendency to create the im
is not known as yet if the league
had the distinction of laying the
lem for lt displaced, it is estimated, flrst rail; and E. A. ("Happy") i
rear.
pression that Taft would be a sure winner, and at least
can be supplied wholly by Waldo
—Has Many Innovations
Additional control and ease of
one radio newscaster declared that Eisenhower sentiment
boro 9-12 year olds. In the event
140 "rock teams." which usually Day, who helped build the road and
handling
have
been
achieved
prevailed
largely
in
New
England
and
New
York.
This
that
there
are
not
enough
then
hauled 30 casks to a four-horse was one of its first brakemen. The
may possibly be so, but with newly gathered courage the
A similar bridge protects the through a new shock absorber and
The Kaiser for 1952 makes its
neighboring towns, such as Warren
team. A few rock teams are still in first watchman was Capt. John
Eisenhower forces do not quite endorse that opinion. The
or Friendship, may be invited to bow in Kaiser-Frazer dealer show rear of the car, making it imposs front suspension system in which
use, but they convey to the present Stearns.
ible for another vehicle to “over the torsion bar sway eliminator is
coming New Jersey election may shed some light on this
participate.
rooms across the country today.
generation very little idea of what
The total number of men em
guessing.
The information that $250 was
Highlighted
by
safety-styling ride” the bumpers and damage welded to the lower suspension
it was like 40 years ago, when a ployed at the outset was 22.
arm. Also new are rear semithe sum required to get a team go innovations, the latest dual-range body panels.
* • • •
steady succession of them could be
The company describes the new elliptic springs with full length
transmission
and
ing was news to me, as I had been Hydra-Matic
There have been but three su
WAS A DYNAMIC LEADER
seen wending their way up and
given to understand that $400 was other mechanical improvements, Kaisers as having the "safest front liners and covers
The White Ribbon forces, operating under the title of
down Park. Limerock and Rankin perintendents since the road opened i
Completely new interiors, which
the minimum with which a team the new models are tlie Kaiser De seat in the world," listing five
Women’s Christian Temperance Union, are grieving over
streets, raising great clouds of dust —the late Rodney Fogg and late j
could be suitably outfitted. It is luxe and Kaiser Manhatten. Both points of driving safety and pro feature a combination of richly
George
P
White
and
the
present
I
the
death
of
Mrs.
Ella
A.
Boole,
who
was
president
of
the
in those highways and sinking to
cheering to be able to report that have 115 h. p. engines with high tection for passengers in case of tailored "home furnishings" fab
National W.C.T.U. from 1925 to 1933 and who had been
the hubs in Main street during the incumbent Knott C. Rankin. The j
rics and embossed vinyl plastic,
one town in the area has gumption compression ratios of 7.3 to 1.
accident.
corporation picks good men and J
president of the World W.C.T.U. She had reached the age
muddy season
enough to get behind something
These include a one-piece "pop are available to harmonize with 10
The Kaisers introduce a new
stayers.
of
93.
the
end
coming
as
the
result
of
a
stroke.
In
1920
Mrs.
This, of course, was before the
with future value.
technique in automoticve styling in out" windshield which loosens up monotone and two-tone body
The crews longest in service were
Boole ran for United States Senator from New York on the
days of Main street’s paving.
•• • •
the design of the lower louver of on severe impact from the inside; finishes.
Prohibition
ticket.
She
was
beaten,
of
course,
but
surprised
made
up
in
tl|is
order:
North
End,
Sometimes the laden teams would
Saturday Shorts — Waldoboro the grille as a structural part of an exclusive padded crash panel;
Including shades developed in
the country by polling nearly 160,000 votes.
sink so deeply into the mud that Engine No. 1 Albert Clough, con
High Principal Paul, who is also the front bumper. The grille bar slender windshield posts which co-operation House and Garden
they could not be salvaged until the ductor Charles Stetson, Joe Hamlin,
the Twilight League President, is formed by a center section "bum eliminate corner blind spots, and color experts, the body colors are:
mud dried. The rock would be Kim Munsey, brakemen; E. M.
tells me that the annual Spring per bridge” which is anchored to recessment of all instrument con- forest green, cerulean blue, gunLIONS' MINSTRELS AGAIN
transferred to another wagon and Harden, engineer and I J. Gray,
meeting of the league will be held the main supporting bumper arms j trols well below the cushioned metal, willow gray, saddle bronze,
It is interesting to note that the Rockland Lions Club will
early in April.—Ronnie Halph, head and furnishes substantial new pro- j crash pad
away the philosophical driver would fireman; South End Engine No. 2:
give another minstrel show during the coming Spring. Im
turquoise, crystal green, cardinal,
man of the Dodges, can still play tection for both hood and radiator. I Also completely restyled, the rear blue satin and onyx.
go to the kilns. It was all in the William Reed, conductor; Pearl
mensely popular were the entertainments which have already
an awful lot of guard.—Camden
day’s work. Some of the rock team Philbrook. Charles Huntley and
been given, and with new features promised there will be
High baseball players are hard at
magnates of t that period were William McKinney, brakemen, New
no abatement of merit or interest.
j on March 19 were accepted. Those Meenahga of Waldoboro: Good
it daily in the new gym—the ques
Samuel H Doe. the late Samuel ell Shuman, engineer; and Albert
Grange Corner
attending either of these functions Will of South Warren; Seven Tree
Shuman,
fireman.
tion of whether to split the KnoxDerby, the late Lindley Murray
of Union; Weymouth of Thomas
(Continued from Page Five)
\ are requested to take sweets
Lincoln High School baseball league
Simmons and the late Joseph
An application for re-instatement
This Grange will observe Ouest ton; Owl’s Head Grange and St
into
two
divisisons
is
certain
to
Select
Delegates
Wheeler.
George Grange.
come up at the annual Spring meet was received at the meeting, also Officers’ Night on March 24. Each
The evolution of transportation
The visiting Granges will contri
an
invitation
was
accepted
to
meet
officer
will
invite
an
officer
liolding which will be held soon. It will
naturally threw out of employ
An Important Duty Which Inspire
with Acorn Grange. Cushing, ln= the same station in another bute to the program and bring
heated
d's'ussion.
—
Dick
ment many rock team drivers and
Grange to fill his chair and furnish sweets.
Confronts Second Dis French, who has been bedded for March 19
with them went the numerous
As our part in the program. Mrs.
' The meeting of March 26 will be a llumber m the Program.
trict
Convention
six
weeks
with
grippe
which
set

blacksmiths, for there were hun
Katherine Maloney. Mrs Florence
Ladies
’
Night.
The
ladies
will
fill
A
“
invitation
is
being
extended
tled acioss his shoulders, dressed
dreds of horses to be shot and
the chairs and exemplify the Third Ito whitp Oak Gran^
•* °ur Sevon and Mrs. Mildred Marshall
U. S. Senator Margaret Chase
for the flrst time this week but is
scores of battered wagons con
ke
guests
on
March
31
and
confer
the will present humorous skitir. Homer
Smith and Congressman Charles P. far from well.
Refreshments will
Degree,
stantly needing attention. But it
Third and Fourth Degrees upon a Marshall will imitate "Uncle Josh"
Nelson will be the featured speak
St. George citizens raised $200 served.
a fellow wel-knpwn to old-time
was evolution and evolution gen
class of candidates.
ers March 28. at the convention for improvement of the ball field
Seven Tree Grange will entertain
erally means progress. The com
Announcement was made that record collectoss
within a convention at the Bangor without a murmur. Warren, too. the following Granges at a day
We hope many of our Grange
the Oldsters won the attendance
petition in the iime business had
Republican state conclave.
intended asking for some money to session, Saturday, March 22; Meenaiready become so great that the
The two members of the State's improve it’s field (sometimes called agha, Evening Star, Megunticook, contest. Thc Youngsters will serve freinds will be able to ome and
implements of pod-auger days were
Washington delegation will talk to Heart Break Ridge) but the guy re and Weymouth. They are to fur a supper to the winning group renew old friendships' and make
no longer applicable.
the Second Congressional District sponsible fell down on the job.— nish a few numbers on program Monday night at 6.30. Oldster , who new ones.
Hauled by horse, the wagons gen
convention Friday morning, accord Jim Mayo ino relation to Bob. Ed and take sweets for dinner. In have not been solicited are asked
Megunticook Grange
erally made four loads a day. the
ing to an announcement by Cecil die or Lawrence' will enter the charge of the dinner are Sisters to bring covered dishes or salads;
Megunticook Grange held its reg
rock being "started out" the night
Clark. Hallowell, chairman of the political field as he seeks a select Aubyne Hawes, Clara Day and Bes youngsters bring sweets.
ular meeting Wednesday March 12
The degree team will confer the | with 85 members present.
before.
The suggestion of an
District Committee.
man’s berth in Thomaston; he sie Carroll. Sister Florence Calder
second degree upon a class of can- | The Charter was draped in mem
8-hour day at that time would have
Clark also announced the pro sure has the voice for it!—if the
wood is in charge of dining room. didates at the next meeting.
been looked upon as an almanac
gram procedure to be followed at Red Cross really want to make some
ory of Sister Lillian Pomeroy.
Limerock Valley Pomona
joke or prima facie evidence of in- I
The Third and Fourth Degrees
Weymouth Grange
This is said to be the Knox & Lincoln locomotive Francis Cobb the inner convention—a gathering dough they should get Beals Island
sanity.
Penobscot View Grange was host
which hauled coal for the Limerock Railroad until the arrival of LRRR’S which this year holds unusual im here or in Camden to play a Knox
Members have been invited to were conferred on Eva R. Rogers,
portance insofar as election of del County crew. There would be to Limerock Valley on Saturday. meet with Acorn G-range on March Winifred Wells. Sadie and Robert
Four loads a day and the capa engine No. 3.
egates
to the National GOP con standing room only.
Berla Wixson gave the welcome If. on the occasion of Neighbors Grower, Alice and John Marshall,
city about 30 casks to a wagon. The
Others who served an extended of its sale to the Rockland, and
vention is concerned.
and J. Herbert Gould the response Night at the Cushing hall.
Jr.
capacity of a Lime Rock Railroad 1
A
prominent
Eastern
Maine
Rockport
Lime
Company,
about
period on this road were Howard
(Already, supporters
of both coach is now being considered, along County Agent Gilbert Jaeger was
Supper was served at 6.20 by the
car is 28 to 30 casks and on each
A
banquet
was
served
by
the
1900, was William T. Cobb, who, at
Grange March 5 to members of Court of Pomona.
trip to the kilns the train would B. Waltz, engineer Albert Shuman the time of the road's inception was Taft and Eisenhower are reported with Mike DiRenzo. for the soon to speaker.
Lois Daucett put on a quiz stunt the Lions Clubs of the area and
Wednesday March 19 there will
consist of 30 to 35 cars. Sixty load- I and I. J. Gray (also as engineers also president of the Cobb Lime “lining up" candidates, for the na be vacant Edward Little spot.—
ed cars have been hauled on occa- 1 part of the time) Edgar Brown, Company. The foresight which he tional delegation list. Consequently Dicky Gardner hid his medal, won which was won by Master Orrette their ladies when an area meeting be a St. Patrick's Day program
Members please bring jokes or
sion. It requires no more than the j ouie Daggett, William Daggett, displayed in planning this venture, double slates will apparently liven during the Grammar Tourney, in Robinson. A mens quartet sang was held in the hall.
Singers were
Weymouth members will visit something pertaining to St. Pat
abbreviated stub of a lead pencil John Kirk, O. B Brown, Frank making the contracts and attend up what has heretofore been quiet the refrigerator so he would be the Irish selections.
first to show it to big brother Bob, Orrette Robinson, Merle Jellison. Seven Tree Grange on March 22 rick’s Day.
to figure the comparison between Aylward and Frank Butler, brake- ing to the multitude of other de district sessions.)
Secretary of State Harold I. whom he idolizes; and the person Herbert Richardson, Eugene Bus- at a day meeting.
Visitors were from Hockland,
hauling rock with iron horses and men: Harry R. Marsh, Howard B tails has been amply justified by
A new nylon flag has been pur Grand View, Tranquility and Cushthe kind that have manes. Both Waltz, Jesse W. Smith, Capt. Car the continued success which the Goss, will serve as parliamentarian al duel between Dicky and Billy well and Brother Fernald from
of the convention.
noc Granges.
chased for the Grange hall.
Flanagan in the final game was Knox Pomona.
consume a big quantity of fuel, to ter, Harry Morse, James L. Curtis, institution has had.
Voting for national delegates will something to see. Both are amaz
At the Lecturers' conference last
be sure.
Achorn Grange
Although it does not carry pas
Elmer Dow and Charles Emery, fire
For social Items in The CourierElisha Haskell was the flrst sec men (several of these also served sengers and occupies no imposing be conducted county by county— ingly good ball handlers—I've been week in Augusta, each Pomona was
Our St. Patrick’s masquerade was Gazette. Phone 1044 City
tf
two counties voting at one time to calling Gordon Grinnell, Charlie in given a foreign country to study
tion. foreman, and with him were for a time as conductors) George place in the country’s railroad his
a great success and there were
avoid confusion Clark said.
during the year. Our Pomona was
this
space
for
the
past
month
for
Thomas Keefe, now a resident of P. White, Lewis Shaw. William tory, the good old Lime-Rock looms
many strange
characters there
Clark said he has not been noti some reason, but, whatever, you call assigned Great Britain, of which
Oregon, Michael Keefe and a Mr. Reed, Albert Clough, James Do large in Rockland's career.
frolicking about amid the dancers.
fied by the GOP State Committee him. he is a sweet ball player- we studied Winter and Spring in
Clark.
It was a hard task to pick the win
AUCTION
herty and George Hassen, con
(The End)
as to the number of national dele members of the Rockland High Northern Ireland.
The closing
ners. Many thanks go to the visi
Benefit
ductors.
gates to be elected in the District baseball team, flops in ’51, feel they thought was given by Annie Nye.
tors who judged.
Inside-PAINTING-Outside
The present train crew's (although
Pomona
meets
in
April
at
Owl's
APPLETON
FIRE DEPT
You find yourself refreshed by conventions, but added:
are due in '52.
Winners were Miss Eunice Ross
Decorating. Expert Paperhanging. I No. 1 and No. 5 are the only ones the presence of cheerful people.
COMMUNITY HALL
Head with Owl's Head Grange.
"I understand that the StateI
Contract or by day.
of North Waldoboro, the ugliest
APPLETON VILLAGE
i operating at present have this Why not make earnest effort to Committee wants to put the elec- ( Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Knox Pomona Grange
For Estimate Call
costume and Mrs. Florence Burns
MARCH 22—1 P. M
confer pleasure on others?—Mrs. tion of delegates-at-large in our
j make-up:
Frank A. Winslow, editor of The the most original.
Useful articles donated by mem
W. W. JUDD
laps. I hope they don't do it.
North End Train—Engineer. Jesse Lydia M. Child
Courier Gazette, is speaking at the
Green and white streamers and bers of the Volunteer Fire Dept.
1110-W after 6 P. M.
"As far as I am presently con- j
Smith; fireman. Elmer Dow; con
BUY THE TIRES
meeting at White Oak Grange to large shamrocks added a festive and friends to be sold to the
Always look out for the sun cerned, the district convention will!
ductor, James Doherty; brakemen,
day.
touch to the hall.
highest bidder.
H. Rector, P. Brackett, and Wil light the Lord sends into your days. elect only their two national dele- J
YOU NEED NOW
On March 19. Achorn is holding
HARVEY L. GURNEY
Meenahga
Grange
gates,
as
we
have
always
dene
in
:
—
Hope
Campbell
liam Creighton.
Auctioneer
the annual Neighbor’s Night and
Meenahga
Grange
met
in
a
reg

the
past.'
Shifts—Engineer. James L. Cur
And Pay as Little as
the following Granges are invited:
ular
session
on
Monday
nigh!
with
If you would have the nuptial
The Second District convention;
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS tis; fireman, Herbert Robishaw; union
32 in attendance. The program
last, let virtue be the bond will be held at 10 o’clock Friday |
conductor, George Hassen; brakewas in charge of Lecturer Edna
morning in auditorium of the'
men, Everett Oney, Tavio Hakala that ties it fast.-Nicholas Rowe.
I WEEKLY
Sukeforth, who gave a detailed re
Bangor
City
Hall.
and Herbert Day.
AFTER DOWN PAYMENT
port on her recent trip to Augusta
Quarry Train—Engineer. Fred
where she attended the State Lec
The spiritual sens^ of Life and
erick Waltz; fireman. Walter Rog
turer’s Conference.
its grand pursuits is of itself a
ers; conductor. Galon Dow; brake- I
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
Invitations to attend a day meet
bliss, health-giving and joy in- i
men. Roy Mank, Earle Chaples, and |
ing at Seven Tree Grange, Union,
16-31 RANKIN ST.,
spiring.—Mary Baker Eddy
George Miller.
at 10.30 a. m., on Saturday. March
ROCKLAND
The first and only president of
The happiness of married life de
22, and a Neighbors Night obser
3-S-tf
the Lime Rock Railroad to the time
pends upon making small sacri
vance at Acorn Grange, Cushing,
fices with readiness and cheerful
ness—John Selden.

WE WILL BUY

MILLER’S
GARAGE

3 WAYS
TO GET A .

tesi&cnai
LOAN

Taps in

1 • Phone First • . and make ap
pointment for fast 1-visit loan.
2. Write . . • for application. Fill
out and mail or bring in. Cash
promptly upon approval.
3.

442

ROCKLAND, ME.
MAIN 8T„
TEL. 721
61-S-tf

God is glorified, not by our
groans but by good action claim
a natural alliance with good cheer.
—Edwin Percy Whipple

Precious Heirlooms

Can be Used-Now

Come In • •. see YES MANager.
It’s “Yes” to 4 out of 5

Don’t borrow unnecessarily, but if a
loan is the right answer, phone, write,
or come in. Employed men and wom
en—married or single—are welcome.

Loans $1000 and loss on Signature, Furniture, or Car

trTHt CQHUNrf] THAT LIKIS TO SAT TIS"

FINANCE CO.

SYSTEM
OF MA INF

|

House-Sherman, Inc.

(FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BU>G.) 356 MAIN $1., ROCKLANO
phone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YES MANager
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
■
nee* m mciZmH •( all :anevn41ni teem r

Give your living room a lovely

NOW AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL

mellow touch

with

now in the attic.

Bird Block - Tillson Avenue

J BELLE AU
Moaoger

that antique

Just send it to

me for expert refurbishing at mini

First Floor Available For Rent at $60. per
month. Dimensions 70’ x 100’. 60 days notice
to vacate in event of sale. Contact

H. JOHN NEWMAN

Ideal accommodations for 500 guests.

F. H. WOOD

48 MASONIC STREET

Private bath*, pressure showers
and radio. Television, tool

COURT HOUSE

mum cost.

on BROADWAY <ZAT 54th STREET

TELEPHONE 1106-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Ab-Ceedltleaed Cecktell

teeaqe aad Reeteeeeaa.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Some TaxFigures

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
March 14-15-16—St Patrick’s Play
and Concert at St. Bernard's
Parish Hall.
March 16-21—At the North Haven Baptist Church Bible PreachIng Mission. Rev. Gerald W
Beales. Topsham, guest preacher.
March 16-22 — National Wildlife
Week.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day
March 17 — Community Concert,
Denis Harbour. Bass-baritone,
Camden Opera House
March >7—Rockport Town Meet
ing ,
March 16—Junior Women’s Club
meets at Bok Nurses’ Home at 8
o’clock.
March 18—Rebekahs meet at IOOF
Kali for degree work.
March 19—Schoo! Board Meeting,
Rockland High School Library.
March 20—Annual Banquet, Rock
land Fire Dept., at Central Fire
Station.
March 20—Annual Firemen’s Ban
quet, Central Fire Station.
March 20—Emblem Club meets at
Elks’ Home. Annual meeting.
Marci. 21—Methebesec Club meets
in the Farnsw’orth Museum.
March 22—Cavalcade of Scouting,
Community Building.
March 28—Ken MacKenzie Show at
Community Building, Auspices
South End P. T. A.

March 29—At Warren, FinnishAmerican Dance auspices Warren
P. T. A.
March 31—Thomaston Town Meet
ing.
March 31-April 3—47th Annual
Farm and Home Week, at the
University of Maine.
April 4—Girl Scout Association
Council Special Meeting, Olrl
Scout Room.
April 4—Tyler P.TA. Fair at
Tyler School.
April 13—Easter Sunday
April 19—Patriots’ Day
April 30—Film Council meets at
Farnsworth Museum.
May 1—Big Band Jamboree at
Community Building.
May 11—Mother’s Day
May 17 — Eastern Maine Music
Festival at University of Maine.
May 23—Annual Girl Scout Awards,
Community Building.
June 1>15—Annual Encampment
of V.FW in Rockland.
June 14—Flag DayJune 15—Father's DayJune 22—State of Maine Day at
Braves Field, Boston.
July 4—Independence Day
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival.

The Weather
(As of Friday!
Only six more days to Spring—
not five weeks as a brainstorm made
us sav the other day. Despite its
proximity according to the Alman
acs. there is still plenty of snow to
serve as a reminder of Winter, to
say nothing of the March zephyrs
which make it risky to wear a hat.
Hats off to the fine weather of
yesterday and thus far today.

Mrs. Clifton E. Hunt left Tues
day night for Boston to meet her
husband Sgt. First Class Clifton E.
, Hunt enroute home from 12 months
duty in Korea. After several days
i in Boston they will return to Rock
J land to spend the remainder of his
30 day leave with his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Chester M. Hunt at their
home on Broadway

Wadsworth street in Thomaston
will be closed to through traffic for
about two weeks starting Mondap
morning. The bridge over the rail
road tracks will be rebuilt by a
Maine Central Railroad crew.

The Arthur F. arrived Thursday
from Tusket Islands, N. S. with a
load of lobsters for Associated Lob
ster Sales, Inc.

Municipal Court
Roger LaForest of Rochester,
Mass., pleaded innocent to a
charge of false pretenses in Mifiicipal Court Thursday morning.
Probable cause was found by Re
corder Alfred Strout and he was
bound over to the May term of
Knox Superior Court under bail of
$2,000.
E. A. Burns of Friendship testi
fied that he sold 400 bundles of
Christmas trees to the defendant
last Dec. 1 and received a check for
$560 whieh later proved worthless
as LaForest had no funds in the
bank on which it was drawn. The
defendant had been extradited
from Massachusetts to face the
charge.
•• • •

Carl Richards of Thomaston
pleaded innocent but was found
guilty of falling to observe a stop
sign at the corner of Maverick and
Camden streets Thursday. Recorder
Alfred Strout continued the case
for sentence until April 1 at Fri
day's session of Municipal Court.
CECILIA M. DERBY

Mrs. Cecilia M. Derby, 74, died
at her home Monday night after a
long illness. She was born in
Thomaston March 31, 1877, daugh
ter of Daniel and Bridget Dunn
Murphy. She was married May 12,
1902 to James S. Derby at St.
Bernard’s Church in Rockland.
The death of her husband in De
cember, 1950 brought to a close 48
years of devoted companionship.
She is survived by a foster daugh
ter, Mrs. Mildred Brannan, to whom
she gave the loving care of a
mother, and three grandchildren
who were very dear to her heart.
She loved her home, her family
and her church and will be sadlymissed by those who knew her as
a kind friend and a good neighbor
Requiem High Mass was sung by
Rev. George Goudreau Thursday
morning and interment was in St.
James’ Cemetery. Bearers were
Fred Carini, Donald Coughlin, John
Mazzeo and Thomas Chisholm.

Rockland firemen were called to
the paint and upholstery shop of
the C. W. Hopkins’ Garage on
James street, late Thursday after
noon to extinguish a blaze that
started from a hot plate and burned
into a partition. Some upholsterymaterial was destroyed but Fire
BORN
Chief Van Russell reported damage
Andrews—At St. Luke’s Hospital,
Toledo, Ohio. March 5, to Mr. and
as slight.
Mrs. Louis O. Andrews, Sr., (nee
Alcoaollcs
Anonymous.
Men’s Mildred Ferrin) formerly of Rock
Groups. Women’s Groups. Box 711, land, a son—Stephen Frederick.
Counce—At Camden Community
Rockland.
S-tf
Hospital, March 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Counce of West Hockport, a
OPJ3. cardboard signs now son.
available at The Courier-Gazette
offlce—.’our for 50 centa. Get them
r
render an im
ln the front office
7«tf

partial service

that meets every
family's needs
or wishes.
♦44 Main Street

OavisFuneraiHomes

Rocklaod, Me,

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
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RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf
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BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 396—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

“Journey’s End” Considered Professional Job

Showing What Portion Of
Dollar the Average
American Pays
What today’s taxes mean in dol
lars and cents to the average Am
erican family, is revealed in an
article in the March 17 issue of
Newsweek Magazine, out March 13.
The average American is paying
32c out of every' dollar he earns for
direct or hidden taxes, the story
discloses, basing its data on the
results of research by the Tax
Foundation.
No longer can the lower income
groups feel complacent that “taxes
are for the rich”—for the large
corporations—and for the people
who can best afford them It ls the
American consumer, at every in
come level, who is shouldering the
load.
On a $3500 annual income, the
average family pays Income taxes
amounting to about $300—while
“hidden" taxes of which they may
or may not be aware eat up a grand
total of $798.
Examples are given of how di
rect and hidden taxes—state, local
and federal, hit every day items
such as gasoline, the family car, a
ton of coal, food and clothing, on a
typical U. S. community.
During the war years, the tax
payer gave the government any
where from 23 to 91 cents for each
earned dollar, depending on his
particular income. This year and
next, at current tax rates, the tax
payer will be paying between 22 and
89 cents. His income is higher,
which means a bigger take for the
government while his dollar contin
ues to buy less and less.
It is no longer a joke that in
some cases a rise in income puts
the taxpayer in the next tax
bracket where his additional dollars
actually cost him money. For the
$25,000 a year man, each additional
dollar nets him but 60 cents. For a
$100,000 a year man, each new dol
lar means but 23 cents.

LAWRY
Llewellyn Oliver came home from
Monhegan Thursday to attend the
Warren installation of Pythian Sis
ters, his mother Mrs. Oliver in
stalls and he will play for the in
stallation.
Mrs. Wardell
MacFarland is
spending a few days in Thomaston;
where she is visiting relatives.
Mrs. Sidney Carter and sister
Rosa were in Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. Dorothy Cartef and Mrs.
Stella Lawry were in Rockland one
day recently.
Eaton Davis of Friendship Har
bor has purchased the Len Wallace
house at Hatchet Cove.
Mrs. Helen Roscoe Simmons who
has been confined to the house with
a severe cold is able to be out
again.
Mrs. Alfred Russell who was
called to Boston in the illness of
her sister has returned home, since
returning home she received word
that her sister died. The friends of
Mrs Russell extend much sympathy
in the death of her sister.
Attorney Hadley Miller of Wal
doboro was a business caller at the
Oliver house Tuesday.
Miss Marlene Davis of the Dea
coness Hospital in Boston, spent
last week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Davis.
Mrs. Perley Benner who has been
quite 111 with thc grippe is much
improved.
Mrs. Julia Winchenpaw who has
been quite ill is much improved.
Her granddaughter Mrs. Elden Cook
is caring for her.
Mrs. Clayton Oliver was guest
of her granddaughter Mrs. Ken
neth Johnson in Thomaston, Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pottle and
Mrs. Willie Wotton were in Rock
land Saturday.

^FREEDOM
AU Readers of The

Courier-Gazette Are
Invited to Send Sen-ice
Items for This Column.

★

Scene in the second act of Journey’s End presented at the Community Building Thursday and Friday
evenings by the boys of the Rorkland Chapter of DeMolay under the direction of .Union B. Cooper. The
setting is a dugout in the British front lines in World War I. Richard Burbv, Robert Annis, Bruce London
and Dale Knight appear in the scene above. The difficult production was well presented by the cast which
Ls credited with having done a professional job. Several months in rehearsal, the play was considered by
many first night spectators as being equal in acting and scenery to-anything produced by Summer theatre
groups in the state.

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or Telephone

1044 or 770

MELODY SHOP" RUMORS UNFOUNDED

The monthly report of the Rock
land Chamber of Commerce deals
writh a situation which has, pre
sumably, been Injuring a new busi
ness in the city. Quick to uncover
a condition in the business field
which might injure the general
public, the Chamber is equally
ready to defend a business estab
lishment when unfounded rumors
are damaging it.
Published below are the com
ments of Chamber Secretary Na
than C. Fuller relative to rumors
concerning the Melody Shop. These
rumors started some weeks ago and
have grown with each telling until
they have greatly harmed a new
business establishment in the city.
“They say”—
“Month after month, we of the
Chamber, discuss, plan and work
on the problem of bringing new
business or industry to Rockland.
We are on record as favoring any
business that adds to our mercan
tile facilities, and that by Its mere
existence attracts more shoppers to
our city, to the benefit of all mer
chants We have also definitely
been encouraging the promotion of
the Rockland area as a desirable lo
cation for retirement. Yet in the
face of these several Chamber pol
icies, we have just had evidence laid
at our door that a vicious, un
founded rumor (and we trust that
j it was not deliberate) was causing
the destruction of a new and need
ed Rockland business, and losing a
new member of Rockland’s retired
group.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliffe of the "Mel
ody Shop” came to Rockland some
months ago for a few days visit,
liked what they saw, and returned
to settle here in retirement. Filling
a need, and incidentally putting
many more dollars into circulation,
Mr. Cliffe opened the “Melody
Shop” just as many retired persons
open up small businesses Por a pe
riod, he was co-owner of the busi-

That Generations

to Come may

,9^

^Remember
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MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

f w choosing a family mono*
[ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee tc
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks

PHONE THOMASTON 175

Price Stabilizing

------------------What the Portland District
Chamber Of Commerce Refutes Gossip Office Has To Say On the
Subject
Concerning Store and Marijuana Scare From the District Office of Price

In loving memory of our darling
mother, Clara D. Stanley, who
passed away, March 13, 1941.
At twilight when twilight hour
draws near
And sunset flames the sky
We think of you, dear mother,
And the happy days gone by.
Thoughts of you come drifting back
Within our hearts to stay,
To know that you are resting.
When the twilight ends the day.
Sweetly remembered; never for
gotten,
Sons, Daughters, Grandchildren.

The Courier-Gazette

Cpl. Frederick Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thompson, Hill
street, who has been in Japan the
past six months, was advanced to
Sergeant in February. He is at
tached to Hq. S.V.C. Co. 610, OB.
AM. Bn. He expects to leave for
home the middle of the month and
will oomplete his four-year enlist
ment in April.
• • • •
Allan B. Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. O. B. Jones, Beech street,
Rockport, is stationed for the pres
ent at Orange, Texas. His address
is: Allan B. Jones, F.N„ 5th Div.
UBB. Tonawanda, A.N. 89, Orange,
Texas.

•• * »

IN MEMORLAM

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
1-tf

Page Three

WARREN

TEL. 98

CAMDEN

TEL 2151

ness, but a few weeks ago bought
out his partner and is now sole
owner of the establishment—and
is still planning to buy or build a
home here.
However, Mr. Cliffe reports to us
now, some weeks after he was com
pletely exonerated by the Police
Department and the Coast Guard
Intelligence of any complicity in
the narcotics scare that was rife
at the time, rumor has again sprung
up that he was involved (in what?)
Entirely groundless, the talk has
even reached the stage of personal
defamation. Mr. Cliffe is under
standably, indignant,
hurt and
soured on Rockland. And, of course
quite helpless.
To the Chamber, Mr. Cliffe rep
resents a principle and a policy;
the encouragement of the retired
individual, and the small business
man, both or either an asset to our
community. Mr. Cliffe was referred
to us by a Chamber member and
Police Chief Thompson, both being
of the opinion that we might be
able to be of assistance. We feel
that it is the Chamber's position
hot to stand idly by while Mr.
Cliffe—or any member of Mr.
Cliffe’s—is maligned, his business
ruined and character attacked.
“Libel’’ is an ugly word. It would
undeniably reflect to the discredit
of the Chamber, and to the disgrace
of our citizens, if it should have to
be invoked. For the record, we
would like to say that Mr. Cliffe
has the Chamber's endorsement
and best wishes."

New Rolling Stock

New England Railroads Will
Be Running High. Wide
and Handsome
Railroads serving New England,
Including the New York Central
System and the two Canadian
Lines, have placed orders for new
equipment in the amount of 28,419
freight cars and 540 diesels. The
freight cars include 9532 box and
auto cars, 4850 gondolas, 10,924
cars, 560 coered hopper cars, 1513
flat cars, 900 refrigerator cars and
150 ballast and ore cars. Of the 540
diesels, four were ordered by the
Bangor and Aroostook, 12 diesels
and three Budd rail cars by the
Boston and Maine, 41 diesels by the
Canadian National, 50 by the Can
adian Pacific, seven by the Dela
ware and Hudson, five Budd diesel
rail cars by the New Haven, 414
diesel units by the New York Cen
tral System and four Budd cars
by the Boston and Albany, bringing
the latter’s ownership to 10 such
cars.
Effective March 17, new Penn
sylvania Railroad equipment will
be placed in service on the Senator,
operating between Boston and
Washington. This completely new
14-car stainless steel train will con
sist of eight coaches, with separate
smoking compartment, a coffee
shop car, consisting of coffee shop
section, main dining section and a
lounge section; a 48-seat dining
car with electric cooking facilities,
three parlor cars with individual
rotating-reclining seats and a par
lor - bar - lounge observation car
equipped with telephone.

Stabilization in Portland comes
the following information:
The Maine District Office of
Price Stabilization announced this
week that procedural regulations
have been issued to provide formal
machinery for hearing. Oral argu
ments and appeals for persons who
feel they are adversely affected by
orders issued under the meat dis
tribution regulation.
At the same time, said Julian
Davis, meat business analyst of the
Maine Foods Branch, OPS has Is
sued a revised meat distribution
regulation, which reflects the flimination of livestock slaughter quo
tas, continues the requirement that
slaughterers be
registered, and
clarifies the provisions of the old
regulation in a number of ways.
Copies of both are available at
the Maine District Office of Price
Stabilization at 220 Middle stseet
In Portland, said Davis.
An onion ceiling price regulation
will be issued shortly if onion prices
continue to rise, according to Ar
thur Charles, Chief of the Maine
OPS Foods Branch. Issuance of an
onion regulation, he said, will de
pend entirely upon the future trend
of prices.
Dealers in farm equipment, who
acquire used equipment for sale,
and resell without reconditioning
or guarantee, must establish ceil
ing prices according to the Maine
OPS.
The ceiling is arrived at, said
Desmond A. Beatty of the Indust
rial Materials Division, by taking
the sum of the Trade-In allowance
or purchase price, plus $25 or 10
percent of the trade-in allowance
or purchase price, plus celling pri
ces of parts and other materials
and labor charge for repairs.
Portland has been named one of
six New England cities in which
the office of price stabilization will
conduct a food margin survey.
The purpose of the study, said
Milton J. Glaser. Maine OPS Price
Executive is to find out how the
present markups allowed grocers
under price control compare with
margins the grocers were using in
the pre-Korean period, May 24—
June 24, 19—50.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the principal government agency
in the statistics gathering field, has
been asked to assist in a consultant
capacity.
More than $3,000 in compromises
has been turned over to the trea
surer of the United States as the
result of enforcement activity in
the food and restaurant field. Milton G. Wheeler, Maine OPS en-

proceeded in the interest of the
mission.
By fearlessly exposing
himself to the enemy fire, he was
a constant inspiration to his com
rades and led to the successful
completion of the patrol’s mission.
The heroic conduct and outstand
ing devotion to duty displayed by
Sergeant Hall on this occasion re
flect great credit upon himself and
the military service."
* • * *
The following men applied for
enlistment during the past week in
U. S. Air Force:
Pvt. James F. O’Neil, age 19, 219
Main street, Thomaston, son of Mr.
and Mrs- James B. O’Neil of same
address; he graduated in 1951 from
Thomaston High School.
•• * *
Pvt. Donald R. Thorndike, age
18, R-F.D. 1, Thomaston; son of
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio C. Thorndike
of same address; he graduated ln
1951 from Thomaston High School;
his brother, Robert, serving in U. S.
Army.

Donald R. Thorndike, age 18,
RFD, 1, Thomaston enlisted in the
| US Air Force writh rank of Pvt. He
j was sworn in on March 4, 1952. and
j will report to Sampson AFB, N. Y„
I as his initial assignment. Pvt.
Thorndike is the son of Mr. and
| Mrs. Horatio C. Thorndike. His
I parents live at Thomaston. His
•* » •
i brother, Robert, Is serving with the
U. S. Army:
j US. Army. He is a graduate of
Pvt. Willie F. Studley, age 17,
Thomaston High School, class of Woolwich, son of Mr. and Mrs.
1981.
Frank studley of same address; his
• • • •
brothers, Elmer and Edward Be
Word has been received by Mrs. dard. serving in U. S. Army.
Barbara Stimpson, that her hus
•• • •
band, Roland B. Stimpson, PR. 3,
A baby boy weighing 7 pounds
of the U. S. Navy has arrived at and 14 ounces was bom Feb. 20, to
Whidbey Island, Washington State, Mrs. Dorothy I. Allen, wife of Minal
where he will be stationed until I. Allen, Jr., electrician's mate, fire
July, then he expects to go to man, UsN, at the U. 8. Naval Hos
Japan, these are new assignments pital, Chelsea, Mass.
for him, he was formerly stationed
Allen, who is serving at the Har
at Corpus Christi, Texas, and has vard Defense Unit, Winthrop, Mass.,
been in the Navy for three years, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Minal
he has now started on his fourth I. Allen of Main street,- Rockland.
year. He brought his wife and In- Mrs. Allen is the daughter of Mr.
| fant son, Stephen, here recently, and Mrs. Thomas Dickman of 59
I from Texas, during a short fur Fairview avenue, Holden, Mass.
lough. They have remained here
The baby, named Thomas Merrill,
I and will make their home with his is the first child for the Allens,
i grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie who are living at 5 Forbes street,
Young.
Jamaica Plain.
•« • *
** • •
Sampson Air Force Base, N. Y —
Wintery weather may be keeping
Pvt. Donald E. Curtis has complet you at home these days, but Har
ed four weeks of Air Force Indoc old L- Wiggin, boatswain's mate
trination training, Air Force offi seaman, USN, of South Thomaston,
cials have announced. He will has been out looking for it aboard
complete indoctrination training at the escort aircraft carrier USS
Sampson on or about April 12, 1952. Kula GuffThe Kula Gulf recently took part
Pvt Curtis ls the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward F. Curtis. Jr., 38 Gay in the Navy’s cold W’eather exer
cises off the coast of Greenland.
street, Rockland.
•• • •

Sgt. Douglas A. Hall. Vinaihaven,
who exposed himself to enemy fire
in order to complete a patrol mis
sion, was recently awarded the
■'^LISTEN, PAU ll-YOU ftJRKtNOtaP'
Bronze Star Medal for heroism in
YOUR pERMANENYGI INSURANCE
action in Korea.
Hall distin
guished himself on Sept. 17 near
- FOR 1T-S CASH VALUE WHILE
Saegonbae, Korea, wrhile a mem
YOU WERH IN SERVICE AFTER
ber of Company A, 2d Engineer
APRIL 25,1951, YOU HAVE
ONLY I2O DAYS AFTER YOUR
Combat Battalion, a part of the 2d
Infantry Division.
The citation
DISCHARGE TO PICK UPTUlS
accompanying the decoration says:
COVERAGE AGAIN
“On this date Sergeant Hall vol
unteered to accompany a patrol into
enemy territory with the mission
of reconnoitering a trail to enable
friendly tanks to attack the re
verse slope of an enemy-held hill.
As the patrol advanced ahead of
American lines, it came under di
rect enemy observation and was
immediately subjected to intense
hostile artillery and sniper fire.
Although the continuation of the
For full information contact your nearest
patrol seemed extremely hazard
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office
ous, Sergeant Hall (then corporal)

Vic Vet

forcement officer, reported that
$3,06123 has been paid to the gov
ernment by Maine restaurants who
were found to have been in viola
tion of the Restaurant Regulation,
(CPR 11.)

jayf

rubber stamps
ANY SIZE
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ANNOUNCING

“Fish Scales and Stone Chips”
BY SIDNEY L. WINSLOW

After years of study the ace historian of Vinaihaven will
soon ready for distribution his fascinating, illustrated
HISTORY OF
VINALHAVEN,

MAINE

$5.00 per copy

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

3-S-tf

{

Main Offioe-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union
18-8-tf

PIPE

Ar «*
« f**
f KlJLK \ RotJl °* Aget monw"’*"’ «*
OF

J

mortar h

id—

AVTH

afl kA

GOOD SUPPLY
MOST SIZES

Write Mr. Winslow at Vinaihaven, enclosing check, cash or money order and

Cheek With Us First

BICKNELL MFG. CC.
ORIZI B

OiAlt*

1

1

($5.50 FOR AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY)

PHONE ROCKLAND 360
32-tf

your copy will be mailed promptly as received from the publisher.

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

By Rollin H. Tanner

•oce (or 50 cents, three times, one dollar
Additional lines 10 rents
each for earh line, half price each additional time used. Five small

to a line
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called. I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, coot 25 rents additional.
words

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.

ALL MVST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac

counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LADY'S 5-piece mink Neckpiece
RECORD Player and Vietrola for
for sale, practically new. reason
sale. DR. REUTER Tel. 1233
33*lt able; also full-length Fur Coat.
TEL. Lincolnville 6-21 or write PD.
BUILDING 13x18 for sale. Lo
The Courier-Gazette.
33*36
cated at Pleasant Point. TEL.
Thomaston 199-2.
33’35

REAL ESTATE

THAYER Carriage and Bassinet
for saie. Reasonable 8 BIRCH
NEWLY-Built SmaU House for
ST
33*35 sale; Insulated, electricity, situated
DODGE l'x-ton long wheel base on nice corner lot near Warren
Truck for sale; new engine job, village. TEL. Warren 80-11. 32-34
$250 LEWIS SPICER. Bath
31’33
HOME on Marble Ave. ln Wal
COOK Stove with oil burners for doboro for sale; 8 rooms and bath,
sale, also Phllco Cabinet Radio. building large enough for 1400
Bedroom Set. Table and Chairs: 3 broilers. Garage and 4 acres of
EBEN WALLACE. Waldo
Oil Brooder Stoves. EBEN WAL land
32*34
LACE Waldoboro.
32'34 boro.

MERCURY CLUB COUPE
1949
FOR SALE
GOOD CONDITION
ONE OWNER
Radio. Heater. Directional
Signals. Undercoated.

Three Spare Tires

CALL 1137
9.00 to 5.00

FOR SALE
Nine-room House for sale; few
miles from Rockland; new oil fur
nace; new modern bath, complete
with shower: new linoleum on four
Poors; Poors newly re-finished: two
fireplaces; garage attached; garden
spot; ideal for children. If inter
ested write: G. R., L The CourierGazette.
29*37
TWO-APT House at 49 Park St
ir sale, -cupled at present Price
' '■ > BORO GA
RAGE

IR Park qt

Te' 475

95t'

32-tf

CCS » CHECKS
1941 4-DR Chev . for -ale R. & H.
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale at
6lgna! lights, good condition. In $5 per hundred, weekly hatches:
quire 146 Main St.. Thomaston 1500 Cockerels due Match 14 WIL
■ner. 340-12 after 5.30 .
32*34 LIAM K WINCHENBACH. Waldo
boro. Me.. Route 4.
33*34
GOOD Pontiac 4-dr. 1941 for sale
Interested? TEL. 8120 or 12 Sum
BROILER
Chicks.
Red-Rock
mer St.
32"34 Cross Cockerels $6 per hundred
delivered. Aso, a few thousand
DOUBLE Bed with new inner- Black Cross Pullet Chicks for best
spring mattress for sale. TEL. eg? production, still available for
395-W after 1 p. m.
32*34
' . : . and May WILMOT DOW.
TRACTORS for sale: John Deere Maine Farms Hatchery, Rt. 1,
Models, MT-B-A and M, also 1951 Waldoboro. Me Tel. 91-2. Open
Crawler. Buy your new or used Sundays.
29-34
Tractor early this year at W. S
CLEMENTS Red-Rock Black
PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville.
Me. Tel. 613.
3O-S-33 Pullets and Leghorn Red Crosses,
proven
highly
profltTWO New Electrolux Vacuum have
Cleaners for sale. Excellent buy. ble for commercial erg producers.
Contact WILLLAM R HOPKINS. They're healthy, quick growing,
North Haven. Tel. 78.
32-34 heavy laying, reasonable in price.
Maine-UB. Approved, Pullorum
KELVINATOR Refrigerator for Clean. Also Reds. New Hamp
sale, excellent condition. ARTHUR shires, White Rocks, and Barred
WEBBER. Tel. 1415-W.
32*34 Crosses
available.
Write
for
prices to CLEMENTS BROS
FOR SALE
30 Windows, $1.26 each; 15 FARMS, Route 33, Winterport,
frames. $2.00 each; 4 squares Paper Maine. <2)
Shingles, $6 a square. 5 Storm
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c
Doors. $1.50 each; 500 feet Boards, each,
every week. Pullet Chicks
$20 8"-10"-12" Shelving, 6c a foot, sold out
for
March.
Few
Stairs and Steps, also 400 Brick
$20. Call at 10 LOVEJOY ST . open dates in April. Inoculated
aorner of Valley View St
31*33 for Newcastle if desired. BYRON
MILLS, Waldoboro. Me Tel. 51-3.
1946 OLDSMOBILE. Model 76
18tf
Club Sedan for sale. Can be seen
SEX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or
at Miles Weston’s Garage. Thomas
ton. Maine. Reason for sale, wife straight-run Chicks for sale, from
and two small children of GJ. wish ome of the best combined meat
to Join husband ln Japan. For de .nd egg Pullorum-clean, MaineJS. Approved
breeding stock
tails, call at the GARAGE.
__ ________________________ 33*34 cvailable in the East. Can be tnuculated for Newcastle disease lf
1941 PLYMOUTH. 4-door Sedan. desired
Lowest prices. DUTCH
$375; Upright Piano. $50: Wine Ve NECK HATCERY, Melville Davis.
lour Chair, $25: Hall Table, $10; Tel. 122-23, Waldoboro, Me.
8tf
Thayer Baby Carriage, $25; and
90-piece Set of Dishes. $15. ELSIE
WANTED
J. WALLACE. Tel. Warren 55.
31-33
CURTAINS
to launder, wanted.
SLNGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
CALL 934-W after 5 30.
33*35
Service and Repair. Write or Call
NEW and used Lobster Traps
258 Water St., Augusta. TET. 3770.
_____________________________ 14tf wanted. HARVEY CLINE, Star
Route, 1282, Owl’s Head.
33*35
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale.
MODEL A Ford Sedan, good conALBERT DIRION, Union, Me Tel.
I dition, wanted. EARL SHELDON.
W-6.________________________ 33*38
Tel. Warren 111.
33-34
BURROWES ALL ALUMINUM
CEDAR
Posts
wanted
7
to
10
SELF-STORING COMBINATION
Buoy
STORM WINDOW and SCREEN j inches, 4-6-8 ft. lengths.
No Ladders. No Toots.- Good for : stock. MIKE HILT, 7 Otis St. Tel.
32*34
Life. Reasonably Priced. Cash or 538-MK
Terms to Suit.
i FIRST-Class Carpenter and reE. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
1 oalr Work wanted. Small jobs.
113 Camden St.
Phone 1503 "■LARENCE DEAN, West Rockport
____________________________ 20-tf Tel. Camden 8915.
31*33
NEW and Renewal Magazine
CARPENTER
Work
wanted.
Subscriptions, for sale. Call Cam 1 Last call on Winter prices on inden 3066, or write NORMAN , ide carpenter work and painting.
DICKEY, 40 Knowlton St., Cam Kitchen cupboards a specialty. Call
den.
24-36 10 LOVEJOY ST, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
'_______
31*33

BODY and
FENDER WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
BADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

WOODWORKERS

Boatbuilders,

Carpenters wanted, with boat yard
experience, with tools.
S'eadv
work, defense plant. I.UDERS MATINE CONSTRUCTION CO , Stam
ford, Conn.
31-33
WANTED

Re'ort help for Summer season.
New York Berkshire Hills: Maids.
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
H-usemen, Bar Tender. Yirdm.en.
! Gardener. Watchmen, Waitresses
Rowling's Garage and hostess; 10 week season, trans
portation. good wares, good living
778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
conditions Apolv In Person, only
BOCKLAND, ME.
to MR or MRS STULTZ, Thomas1-tf
ton Cafe. Thomaston. No 'phone
| calls please.
30.35
“Hen’s, Women’s and children’s
S&oes sold at factory price at JOE’S
JUNK CARS WANTEDSHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T
28tf
dally, tne. Sunday until 9 p. m, j street, Tel. 123-W.
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
98tf I done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
\ Union St.. Grove St. entrance Tel
1680. EVA AMES.
38‘33
OBANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
DONT discard your old or
Call H. JOHN
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash ! antique furniture
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation
Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE 1NDUSTBIES (Successors to John Mee
han
Son), Clark Island, Me.
TaL BocUand 21-W2 or Tenant’s
Harbor 56-13.
1-tf

NEWMAN

for

finlshing.

48

i 1106-M

restoring

Masonic

VINALHAVEN
ALLIE LANE
Correspondent

MRS

Telephone 85

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* Id this column not to exceed three linn Inserted

A

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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A hand on which Merlin made a
fine score is given at the end of
this article. The bidding was the
same at both tables and is shown
under the hand. The ten of spades
was the opening lead both times.
At the flrst table the ten of
spades was covered by the jack and
queen, and Sir Galahad, In the
south seat, tok the trick with the
low trump. He drew trumps by
leading the king and queen. Then
he cashed the king, queen and ace
of diamonds, and trumped his last
diamond on the board. Now no
matter how he played, he could
take only the last two trumps, and
the club ace, and was down one.
At King Arthur's table the first
three tricks were played just as at
the other table. Then Merlin, who,
in the south seat, was playing the
hand, saw that, in order to make
his contract, he might need, either
to have club6 led up to his hand,
especially if west happened to have
the king, or to have a card led
which he could trump in dummy
and on which he could discard
from his hand. Before this he
must force the spade ace out of
east's hand. This gave him a
plan for his play. He had to take
three diamond tricks in such a way
as to wind up in dummy, from
which he could lead the king of
spades. So he cashed the ace,
queen, and king of diamonds. On
this last card west showed out.
Then from dummy he led the king
of spades. When this was covered
by east, he trumped the trick with
the heart seven. After this he re
turned to dummy by trumping the
last diamond, leaving this situa
tion:
North
S—7
H—A
D— - C—10 4 2
West
East
S—9 8 6
S—5 4
H— - H- - D— - D— - C—K 9
C—J 8 5
South
S— - H—10 9
D----- --C—A Q 3
Now the hand was all set for the
winning play. Merlin led the spade
seven from dummy and did not
ruff it. Instead he discarded the
club trey and west took the trick.
This was the only trick the eastwest players took. West was now
forced either to lead his last spade,
or a club. If he led the spade, Mer
lin could ruff it in dummy and dis
card the club queen from his own
hand. If he led a club, it would
- be up to Merlin’s tenace. Either
I way Merlin could take the last
j four tricks.
I Thus Merlin executed a clever
’
end play against Modred in the
west. How Merlin made another
farsighted play will be explained
next week.

TO LET

■
, THREE-RM. Furn. Apt. to let;
' hot and cold water, elec, refrig.
CALL 708 or 273-M. ______ 33*35
TWO, Three-room Apts, to let,
with flush; 116 MAIN ST., Thom
aston.
33*35
THREE-Room unfurnished Apt.,
with bath, to let. Inquire at 38 or
44 GRACE ST.
33*36
FOUR-Room Upstairs Apt. to let.
23 FRANKLIN ST. Adults only.
33*35
ROOM to let, in Bicknell Block,
501 Main St., Apt. 1. Kitchen privi
lege if desired. Call at 491 or 501
Main St. TEL. 931-M.
32*34
FURNISHED Apt to let 3 large
rooms, flush. JOHNSON, 111 Pleas
ant St.
32tf
TWO-Room and three-room fur
nished Apts, to let. Bath, adults
only; 97 PACIFIC ST.
32*34
SIX-Room flrst floor Apt. with
bath to let at 12 DUNN ST, Thom
aston. Available May 1.
31*33
THREE-Room Unfurnished Apt.
to let; electric lights and hot water
Included; automatic steam heat; 67
TALBOT AVENUE
31*33
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Rent
to let. TEL. 286-M after 5.30 p. m.
31-33
TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to let
over baker shop. Main St. TEL.
938.
31tf
CONCESSIONS to reliable adults,
new, modem, priv. bath Apts., un
furn., 2 and 3-room Rents, to let.
fine loc., 87 N. Main St. TEL. Cam
den 2353.
31*33
THREE-Room furnished Apt to
; let, first floor. Newly-decorated.
32-34
- Apply 12 WARREN ST.
TWO-Room Furnished, Heated
Apts, bo let; 1 four-room unfur
nished Apt. TEL. 402.
195f
CENTRALLY located 2-room
Fum. Apt. to let. Apply In Per
son, 11 JAMES ST.
24tf
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Apt.
' to let; private bath; heated, hot
{ and cold water Included; also tworoom furnished Apt., lights, heat
ed. hot and cold water includ
ed; bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO. 14
Elm St.
24tf

and re8t
Tel !
itf '

HEATEu and unheated furnished
Apts to let. V F. STUDLEY, 77
Park St
Tels 8080 or 1234
Itf

Gambling will have to go from [
sports, or the games will lose con- ! SANDING Machine and polisher
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
fidence and patronage of the peo- ' Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
ple.
| CO , 440 Main St,
Itt

The Hand

Both Sides Vulnerable
North Dealer
North
S—K J 7
H—A J 8 5
D—K 5 4
C—10 4 2
East
West
S— A Q 5 4
S—10 9 8 6 2
H—6
H—( 3
D—J 10 6
D—9 7
C—J 8 5
C—K 9 7 6
South
S— - H—K Q 10 9 7 2
D—A Q 8 2
C—A Q 3
Bidding:
West
South
North
East
Pass
Pass Pass 1 Heart
3 Hearts Pass 4 Diamonds Pass
5 Hearts Pass 6 Hearts All Pass
Opening lead: Spade ten.

NORTH HAVEN
MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13
Observe 35th Anniversary

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marden ob
served their 35th wedding anniver
sary by inviting friends to a cos
tume party at their home March 8
Invited guests were: Mr. and Mrs
Richard Crockett, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Bunker, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Bunker, Vinalhaven; Mr. and Mrs.
Argyle MacDonald. Mr and Mrs.
Harvey Calderwood, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Brown, Mrs. Elsie Brown, Lloyd
Whitmore, Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Lincoln.
Mr. and Mrs. Marden received
some lovely gifts, among which
were a lovely Keystone table lamp
from Mr. and Mrs. Crockett and
Mr. and Mrs. Grant. A lovely
Azalea plant was presented by Mr.
and Mrs. "Bob" Smith.
Following the entertainment and
distribution of some 30 prizes—
some of which were to “cut teeth”
with—and "made to rattle”—lunch
was served consisting of coffee,
sandwiches, and two decorated
cakes.

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 260

Mrs. Alice Osgood was hostess to
the "Night Cappers" Wednesday

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49
Mrs Maurice Lermond, director
of the Warren Village Singers,
which held its first rehearsal Tues
day night for the Spring concert,
announces the Singers will present
a Beethoven group including the
Halleluiah Chorus from the Mount
of Olives; a Brahm’s group; and
two of Nevin’s compositions, at that
concert.
Miss Augusta Healey is passing a
few weeks at the Christian Science
Benevolent Association, Chestnut
Hill, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Alfred MacFarland
of Rockland were Sunday guests of
Miss Mina Williams. North Warren.
The Fireside Class met Friday
night 'March 14) at the Montgom
ery rooms, with pot luck supper in
charge of Mr. and Mrs Raymond
Kenniston, and Mr. and Mrs.
Waino Lehto.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dillaway and
daughter, Judith, returned Tues
day night from Boston, where they
I had attended the Flower Show,
j Mrs. Silas Watts who was in
Boston, a few days accompanied
1 by Mrs. Charlotte Betts of Rock
land, returned home Tuesday.
J Dinner guests Wednesday at the
home of Mrs. Emma Norwood, were.
Mrs. Oliver Libby of South Warren
and house guest. Mrs. Ida Castner
1 of Waldoboro, and Mrs Harold
Sawyer of Warren village. >
Volunteers for the hot lunch pro
gram for next week, include the
following: Mrs. John Heald, March
17; Mrs. Fred Starrett, March 18;
Mrs. Walter Feyler, March 19: Mrs.
Raymond Emerson, March 20; and
Mrs. Joseph Billings. March 21.
I Substitutes the past week har e been
Mrs. Leland Boggs and Mrs Roger
Teague.
The Fire Department was called
to two chimney fires Wednesday one
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Car
roll Martin on Route I, the other
at Thomas J. Carroll's, East War
ren.
Mrs. Leroy Norwood has been
passing a few days in Boston, and
vicinity.
PTA Notes

night for lunch and cards, with
Mrs. May Davis and Mrs. Ruth
Osgood as special guests. Honors
at cards were won by Mrs. Helen
Haskell and Mrs. Alice Osgood.
John F. Chilles was a visitor at
Rockland Tuesday and Wednesday
this week.
The Willing Workers of the Re
organized Church, Latter Day
Saints, met Wednesday at the
Church. The afternoon was de
voted to sewing and supper served.
Mrs. Alice Osgood is guest of her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr and
Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl at Thomas
ton.
Postmaster O. V. Drew attended
the meeting of the Knox County
Postmasters' Association at Thom
aston Wednesday.
Harold Haskell returned Wed
nesday from a business trip to New
York City.
Miss Ramsdell Honored

Miss Winnifred Ramsdell of
Rockland was honor guest Wed
nesday night at a card party given
by Mrs. Mora Thomas at her home
on Summer street.
Lunch was
served by the hostess and the eve
ning passed with progressive ca
nasta, first prize being won by Miss
Marjorie Roscoe, second by Mrs.
Dorothy Sutliffe. Miss Ramsdell
received a guest prize.
Church Night Meeting

The weekly Church Night meet
ing held Wednesday night at
Union Church vestry was in charge
of the Ladies’ Circle, Mrs. Grace
Lawry, president. Mrs Lawry act
ed as leader of the meeting and
Mrs. Muriel Lane as pianist. The
meeting opened with the singing
of hymns by the congregation, fol
lowed by Scripture reading by Mrs.
Marojrie Chilles; hymn, congrega
tion; prayer by Mrs. Lawry; hymn,
congregation; responsive reading
led by Mrs. Emma Holbrook; solo,
Mrs Elizabeth Earle; reading, Mrs.
Carrie Bennett; reading, Mrs. Emma
Winslow; hymn; Mispah, benedic
tion, given by Mrs. Georgie Rob
erts. After the meeting an amusing
skit was presented by Mrs. May
Tolman, Mrs. Grace Lawry, Mis.
Marion Littlefield, Mrs. Carrie
Bennett and Mrs. Gladys Coombs
A social hour of fellowship fol
lowed and refreshments of fancy
breads, spreads and coffee were
served by the committee, Mrs.
Frances Gilchrist, chairman.
Birthday Club Entertained

The Birthday Club met with
Mrs. Gladys Coombs Friday night.
A delicious casserole menu was
served, with salads, rolls, pie and
coffee. Following dinner a mys
tery prize was won by Emily Win
slow. The early part of the eve
ning was given over to handiwork,
with the latter part devoted to at
tentive listening while Mrs. Leola
Smith read several passages about
Vinalhaven from the "Land of En
chantment’’ by Dan Stiles, written
in 1945 If the writer were to visit
the island now, with its unique
charm and beauty, he would find it
a very busy place with what must
seem a great many improvements
and enterprises since that year.
Paragraphs read about Belfast
were especially interesting to Mrs.
Margaret Adams, as her ancestors
were among the flrst white people
to land there in 1770 from the
British Isles. In 1779 when the
British seized many areas around
there, the some 18 families flee
ing from the British one night, hid
many of their possessions. A small
table owned by Mrs. Adams is sup
posed to be one of the pieces of
furniture hidden that night.

Miss Eliza Steele of Rockland,
district nurse, as speaker Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Kervin Deymore night at the March meeting of the
and Mrs. Willis Crowell were in Warren PTA told the members of
the care of the pre-school child.
Portland Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Babcock She pointed out that the young
and children are on a trip to New Qhild must learn to share, and must
Lave preparation in liking for
Jersey.
There will be a special meeting school and the first teacher. Roger
of Medomak Chapter No. 69 on Teague, soloist, presented a group
Monday, March 17, with work in I of two songs, his accompanist, Mrs.
the Mark Master Degree. Re ' Teague.
I The PTA accepted an invitation
freshments will be served.
Mrs. Kay Hendricks has returned to visit the Union PTA at the
meeting, April 2, in the high school
from a trip to the West coast.
Percy B. Moody has returned ’ building, at which time, under the
from Miles Memorial Hospital auspices of the Woman's Commun
ity Club of Union, a program on
where he has been a patient.
Mrs. Henry Mason is in Boston narcotics will be presented.
The Warren PTA will sponsor a
for a few days.
Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney and Mrs. mother-daughter banquet for mem
Russell Cooney sailed from New bers of the Intermediate girl
York Wednesday
for
Cannes, scout troop in May and named
France, where they will spend chairman of the affair, was Mrs.
Willis Moody, Jr.
three months.
It was announced the piano, half
Mrs. Florence Grover has been in
SWAN’S ISLAND
of the purchase price was furnished
Portland recently.
Mona Joyee and Irene Kent were
I by the PTA and the other half by
Miss Dora Gay went to Port
afternoon guests of Mrs. Nettie Mi
land Wednesday to be the guest of the town, had been delivered to lan recently.
Maude C. Gay, at the Eastland the second grade room. The fifth
John Martin and Robert Holmes
and sixth grade room was awardHotel.
were in Ellsworth Wednesday on
I
ed
the
attendance
banner.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
business.
Churcl) News
observe the Schuyler Colfax anni
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Moulden, Mr.
!
"How
to
Handle
the
Problem
of
versary at their regular meeting
and Mrs. Norman Burns and Mr.
Tuesday evening. Rehearsal will be Guilt?’’ will be the sermon topic and Mrs. Wesley Staples returned
1 Sunday morning at the Congrega Thursday after a four day trip to
held after the meeting.
Mrs. Elroy Gross was in Thom tional Church, by Rev. J. Homer Portland and Rockland.
, Nelson.
aston Thursday.
Passengers on the return trip of
Waldoboro Lockers Annual Meeting 1 Continuing the series on The the Sunbeam from Rockland this
The annual meeting of the Di i Cross at the Baptist Church, Sun week were Maynard Herrick, Mrs.
rectors of Waldoboro Lockers, Inc., day morning. Rev. Brrce Cum Elmer Doves, daughter Mrs. Wen
. which has been postponed twice mings will speak on, “The Cross As, dell Smith, sons Linden and Tony,
will be held at the Locker Plant i Seen By Two Thieves." Worship at Rosalie Ranquist, Mr. and Mrs.
Monday evening, March 17, at 7.45 17 p. m. that evening, will carry the Elbridge Simmons and grandson
sermon theme, “Christ Before Pi Jerry.
for the election of officers.
late.”
Mrs. Mame Kent, accompanied
Interesting Speaker
Subscribe to The Courler-Gazetu
by her brother and his wife Mr.
Miss Lena Sellon, formerly of the and Mrs. Adelbert Reed, has re
MISCELLANEOUS ; China Island Mission, interned by turned home after spending two
1 the Japanese during World War II months at Mount Desert.
BICYCLES, Tricycles, bought, in this country since released, and
Thursday afternoon the Baptist
sold, repaired, painted like new. since the Reds took over China, Ladies Aid was entertained at the
Tires, Tubes, Parts. Baby Oarriage will speak Tuesday at 7.30 p.
home of Mrs. Alden Stanley In
Tires replaced. RAVE’S CRAFT
j m., at the Baptist vestry. Miss Minturn.
SHOP, Prescott St., City.
Erwin Kent, a student at Higgins
33*Sat*42 Sellon has a dynamic story to tell,
and happened to be In Maine at Classical Institute is in Boston this
NOTICE
After this date, I will not be re this time, on other speaking en week for physical examinations for
sponsible for any bills contracted gagements, which made her avail entrance into the Maine Maritime
by any person other than myself. able for Tuesday evening. This will Academy.
March 8, 1992.
replace the usual mid-week service
Mrs. Joyce Surprised
31*33
Arthur Wooster
which is always scheduled for Wed
A surprise birthday party was
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS’
nesday evenings.
given Mrs. Nina Joyce Wednesday
Send five questions, $1.00 stamped
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor, 827 Broadway. Everett,
Mass. Full page reading enclosed.
A THANK YOU
Prompt reDlv
153-8-tf

FREE

Three handsome 7 - weeks - old
Puppies. Part Collie, Part Shep
herd—we think.
£. L. CLARK
SENNEBEC POND, UNION

We sincerely appreciate the kindness of friends
who helped us in any way, in the removal of snow

during the big storm.

Camden Theater
"I’ll See You in My Dreams,”
Warner Brothers' scintillating new
musical based on the life and
songs of Ous Kahn, tomorrow at
the Camden Theatie.
Headlining Doris Pay, Danny
Thomas,
Frank
Lovejoy
and
Patrice Wymore, the film revolves
around the famous songwTiter who
rose from Tin Pan Alley to become
one of America’s ace tunesmlths.
Among the Kahn melodies high
lighted in the film are "Memories,”
"Pretty Baby," “Nobody's Sweet
heart," "Toot Toot Tootsie,” "It
Had to Be You" and the title tune.
“ I’ll See You in My Dreams"
was directed by Michael Curtiz.

■pending a few days with his sla
ters, Mrs. Martha Clark and Mias
May Fogler at the family home
stead here. The three of them
left Wednesday morning in Mr.
Fogler’s Car for a trip to Califor

nia.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Packard are
confined to their home by the
grippe.
Mrs. Philip Da™ is attending the
Flower Show in Boston this week.
The Tuesday Club met this week
with Mrs. Harvey Lunden. Slides
depicting places of interest were
shown by the hostess, using her
daughter Carol’s projector. Snap
shots of the snow banks and snow
removal following the blizzard of
'52 were seen by the group.
A group of local women met
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. David
Hamalainen to sew on costumes
UNION
that the girls of the West Rock
Mrs. Florence Calde-wood
port school will wear in their act
Correspondent
at the Carnival.
Telephone 10-24
Mrs. Margaret Andrews was guest
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs RapCorp. Leroy Grotton, who has
pley in Walpole Tuesday Mr. and
been stationed at Grenier Field,
Mrs. Rapipley are ill.
N H., is passing a furlough here
with Mrs Grotton and their family
SOUTH HOPE
at the home of her parents, Mr.
Philip Crabtree is at home from
and^lrs Allen Young. He expects
the Veterans’ Hospital at Togus
to leave for Alaska soon.
Mr and Mrs Allen Young en until April 3.
tertained the following guests re
John Currie of Rockland has
cently: Mr and Mrs. Wyman Grot bought of Mrs. Edith Gould the
ton and family. Unity; Mr and home occupied for many years by
Mrs. Neal Peabody, Camden; Mr Clarence Robbins.
and Mrs. Dwight Collins and daugh
Mr and Mrs. Ned Mills visited
ter, Union; Miss Charlotte Young, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Payson at Cam
Augusta.
den recently.
Mr and Mrs. Holman Robbins,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon of
Mrs. Blanche Robbins and Miss Warren were callers Sunday ol Mr.
Faye Robbins are in Boston over and Mrs. Ralph Robbins.
the week-end.
Miss Lucretia Pushaw has re
Mr and Mrs. Harry Stewart and turned from Warren, where she
Mrs. Amanda Merrifield were in was employed.
Bangor on Wednesday.
Hillcrest Poultry Company has
Probate Notices
opened an office in the Cunning
STATE OF MAINE
ham rent. Plans are to enlarge
To all persons interested ln either
and include more available space in f the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
this building.
land, in and for the County of
Philip Hilt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Knox, on the nineteenth day of
Donald Hilt, East Union, has re February, ln the year of our Lord
turned home after receiving treat one thousand nine hundred and
fifty-two, and by adjournment from
ment at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Doris Miller entertained the day to day from the nineteenth day
of said February. The following
Union Farm Bureau Thursday.
matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter
Bethel Rebekah Lodge
Bethel Rebekah Lodge regular indicated, it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
meeting will be held Monday, all persons Interested, by causing a
March 17. The “Schuyler Colfax" copy of this order to be published
night will be observed. Refresh three weeks successively ln The
ment committee serving for this Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
evening includes Phyllis Cunning lished at Rockland, In said County,
that they may appear at a Probate
ham, Lilia Morton and Grace Court to be held at said Rockland
Young. The noble grand wishes on the eighteenth day of March,
all officers to be present for a re A. D. 1952 at ten o’clock ln the fore
noon, and be heard thereon if they
hearsal of degree work.
see cause.
Auxiliary’ Initiation
MARION W. SHOLES, late of
Storer - Collins - Harding Post. Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and
American Legion Auxiliary will ini Petition for Probate thereof asking
tiate a class of candidates Tuesday that the same may be proved and
evening, March 18. Committee in allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Emma W. Ritchie of
charge of refreshments for the eve Boston. Massachusetts, she being
ning includes Mrs. Betty Howard, the executrix named therein, with
Mrs. Eleanor Heald, Mrs. Maxine out bond.
Heath and Mrs. Geraldine Hodg
ESTATE AARO WEHVTIAINEN.
commorant of Rockland, deceased.
kins.
Will ar.d Petition for Probate
New Member Drive
thereof, asking that the same may
Union Fire Department an be proved and allowed, and that
nounces a drive for new members Letters of Administration with the
will be started within a few weeks. will annexed, be issued to Alan L.
This department has lately added Bird of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, without bond.
to its equipment a $300 portable
ESTATE LEVI J. KINNEY, late
pump which can be hooked up with of St. George, deceased. Petition
the fire department’s tank truck, for Administration asking that
Jennie N Grierson of South Thom
or can pump in relay.
aston, or some other suitable per
son, be appointed administratrix,
WEST ROCKPORT
with bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Starr have
ESTATE CHARLES E. SMITH,
returned home after a month’s va late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Pe
cation in Lake Worth, Fla. They tition for Administration asking
made the trip with Mr. and Mrs. that Katherine L. Smith of Vinal
Matthew Starr and son Donnie haven, or some other suitable per
son, be appointed administratrix,
of Rockville.
with bond.
William H. Fogler has been
ESTATE EUDORA R MILLER,
late of Friendship, deceased. Peti
at her home in Atlantic. Friends tion for Administration asking
attending were Irene Kent, Myrtle that Harvey A. Simmons of Friend
ship, or some other suitable person,
Colbeth, Mame
Joyce. Marion
be appointed administrator, with
Herrick, Marguerite Staples and out bond.
Bessie Dunham. Mrs. Joyce re
ESTATE STEPHEN SMITH, late
ceived nurmerous gifts, including a of Rockland, dereased. Second Ac
birthday cake made by Mrs Mame count presented for allowance by
Ruby L. Smith of Rockland, admin
Joyce.
istratrix.
ESTATE ERNEST E. HASTINGS,
Notices Of Appointment
late of Hope, deceased. First and
I, WILLIS R. VTNAL, Register of Final Account presented for allow
Probate for the County of Knox, ln ance by Henry B Hastings, execu
the State of Maine, hereby certify tor.
that ln the foUowing estates the
ETTA R. TEEL, late of Rock
persons were appointed Adminis land, deceased. Will and Petition
trators, Executors, Guardians and for Probate thereof asking that the
Conservators and on the dates here same may be proved and allowed
inafter named.
and that Letters Testamentary
ALBERT L. LAWRY, late Of Issue to Alfred H. Teel of Rock
Friendship, deceased. January 17, land, he being the executor named
1962 Stella M. Lawry of Friendship therein, without bond.
was appointed administratrix and
HEZEKIAH B. FAT .Eg, late of
qualified by filing bond on Febru Rockland, deceased. WIU and Pe
ary 9, 1952.
tition for Probate thereof asking
LEROY F. CHASE, late of Rock that the same may be proved and
land, deceased. February 19. 1952 allowed and that Letters Testamen
Thomas L. Chase of WeUesley, tary issue to Marcia Greene of
Massachusetts was appointed ad Rockland, she being the executrix
ministrator, without bond. Charles named therein, without bond.
T. Smalley of Rockland was ap
ANNIE L. WEBBER, late at
pointed Agent In Maine.
Rockland, deceased, will and Pe
ANNIE W. GREENHALGH, late tition for Probate thereof asking
of Rockandk deceased. November that the same may be proved and
20. 1951 Faith G. Berry of Rockland allowed and that Letters Testa
was appointed executrix and quali mentary issue to Lucius A. Perry of
fied by filing bond on February 19, Rockland, he being the executor
1952.
named therein, without bond.
OLIVE E. KEIZER, late of Thom
ESTATE FRANCES C. BOURNE,
aston, deceased. December 27, 1951 late of Thomaston, deceased. Pe
Rena G Kalloch of Thomaston was tition for Administration asking
appointed executrix and qualified that Ralph O. Bourne of Thomas
by filing bond on February 19, 1962. ton, or some other suitable person,
JOHN TRAYNOR. late of South be appointed administrator, with
Thomaston, deceased. February 19 out bond.
1952 Mamie Traynor of South
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR,
Thomaston was appointed execu Ewjuire, Judge of Probate Court for
trix, without bond.
Knox County, Rockland, Maine

C. R. Wallace and Son, Warren
I

Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
27-0-33

Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

EXTENSION ANNUAL MEETING

sVinalhaven Extensioners Had Interesting Exhibit on France

FARM NOTES ABOUT THE STATE

Publisher, Pastor To Speak; Outstanding
the fust potatoes were brought
here by Scotch-Irish immigrants
Muriel Cox, director. Chamber- from the north of Ireland. The
lain School of Retailing, Boston, Colorado potato beetle did not get
will be one of the speakers at the here until about 1877
annual Farm and Home Week ses 45 Years of Farm and Home Week
sion of the American Home De
The first Farm and Home Week
partment of the Maine Federation at the University of Maine waa
of Women's Clubs. Her subject will held in 1907. Only they called it
be “A New You in '52.” The session Farmer’s Week then. The part of
is scheduled for Tuesday forenoon. the program of special interest to
April 1. Complete dates for Farm women was added several years
and Home Week are Monday, later.
March 31 to Thursday April 3
Boston Woman To Speak To
Women's Club

Farmers and Homemakers To Receive

Awards At University April 1
The annual meeting of the rendered outstanding service to
jfcaine Extension Association will agriculture and home life to the
be held at the University of Maine state.
Speakers at the evening program
April 1, the flrst full day of Farm
will be Harold J. Shaw of Sanford
and Home Week.
and Rev. Milton M. McGorrill of
Besides the regular business Orono. Shaw is a trustee of the
session and election of officers two University and president of the
public sessions will be held as a Holstein-Friesian Association of
part of the Farm and Home Week America. He himself was honored
program. Speaker on the afternoon as an outstanding farmer some
program will be William Sloane, years ago.
of the William Sloane Associates, Dr. McGorrill, is the well-known
publishers. New York City. His pastor of the Church of Universal
subject will be “The Inner World Fellowship in Orono. He has tra
of Books.” Sloane is an author veled widely in this country and
and editor of the some note, has Europe and has an enviable reputraveled widely, and for a time ) tation as a public speaker. His most
was connected with the Book of 1 recent visit to Europe was last
Ahe Month Club. The Maine Fed j Summer when he visited most of
eration of Women's Clubs have a the countries outside the Iron
special invitation to attend this Curtain.
I Officers of the Maine Extension
session.
Tuesday evening the Extension Association are: President Obed F.
Association will co-operate with Millet, Palmyra; Vice President,
the University of Maine in honor Robert S. Pike, Cornish; Secretary
ing outstanding farmers and home I Richard C. Dolloff, Orono.
makers. Certificates will be pre Treasurer Seavey A. Piper, Troy.
sented by President Arthur A. Trustees, C. Wilder Smith, Cutler;
Hauck of the University to two Mrs. Addie Ellis, Kingfield, and
men and two women who have Mrs. Gladys Grant, Sangerville.

4-H Doings

Janet Lowe made chocolate cook
ies, Anne Ingraham made ginger
bread and Mabel Poster made
muffins at the last meeting of the
Jolly Highlanders so reports the
secretary, Dorothy Ogier.
Highland Hustlers of Rockland
met at the home of the leader, Wil
liam Ingraham, Monday night for
a regular business meeting and
Judging contest.
Articles in woodworking were
judged and Leo Martel won the
ribbon with the most articles placed
right.
a Billy Martel's lamp was placed
nret. Other articles exhibited were
Leo Martel's plaque; Hartford Fos
ter's small cupboard; William In
graham's bird house and Edward
Sleeper's book ends.
The boys are now working on
lamps and will have an exhibit of
lamps at a later meeting.
The next meeting is at Martel's
Monday, March 17.
Camden

Pine 4-H Girls of Camden met
at Clarista Payson’s home Wed
nesday after school.
A regular business meeting was
held after which the girls cut out
half slips and a blouse.
« Present were Mary Ames, Elaine
Moffses, Romona Drinkwater, Mary
Ruiter, Clarista Payson and the
leader, Mrs. Marporie Hoffses.
Thomaston

The cooking group of the Cheer
ful Homemakers 4-H Club met re
cently after school at the home of
their cooking leader, Mrs. Phillip
| Seekings, where they aided in the
preparation of a special supper
with the 4-H sewing group as
guests. On their menu were fried
chicken, mashed potatoes, string
beans, cranberry sauce, tossed
salad, celery, hot rolls, gingerbread
and whipped cream.
L Those in the cooking group were
XJeanna Brazier, Doris Stone, Don
na Carroll, Patricia Miller, Cornelia
Keyes, Ruth Ludwig,
Mildred
Young, Marlene Sabien, Judy Con
non, Sandra Seekings, Daniel Clark.
In the sewing group were Norma
dark, Rae Clark, Delores and Dor
othy Whitten, Alfreda Benner, Do
ris, Shirley and Faye Seekins.
Special guests were Mrs. Aaron
Clark and Mrs. Loana Shibles.
Plans were made to donate maga
zines to the children’s ward at
Knox County hospital and cookies
to the Veterans Hospital at Togus.
Plans were discussed for the pro
gram which the club will give at
the April PTA meeting.

4ft
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The
flrst
Farm Ownership
Annual Borrowers' Meeting of the
Farmers Home Adminstration for
Knox and Lincoln Counties was
held in the Farnsworth Museum on
Tuesday evening with an attend
ance of 25.
The purpose of this meeting was
to review the farm progress of the
borrowers for the past year and
to discuss plans for the 1952 crop
year. The explanation ot analysis
sheets, Farm Family Record Books,
and other phases of the Farmers
Home Administration program were
reviewed by Darius D. Joy, Jr.,
county supervisor; Wayne W
Whitney, assistant supervisor, and
Miss Helvi S. Laitinen, county
office clerk, all of the Rockland
FHA County Office.
Also in attendance at the meet
ing were: Richard E. Kennedy, FO
specialists from the State Office
in Bangor; A. R. Mace, Jr., county
supervisor of the Belfast FHA
County Office; Edward H. Latva
and Laurence B. Rokes, county
committeemen of Knox County,
and Henry J. lives and Ralph W.
Keene, county committeemen of
Lincoln County.
Following the meeting, refresh
ments of sandwiches, cake and
coffee were served.

Hepler To Speak

New Hampshire Vegetable
Specialist Feature Of
Farm Week Program

One of the foremost vegetable
garden specialists in New England
will speak on the home garden
program at the University of
Maine, during Farm and Home
Week. He is J. R. Hepler. Exten
sion vegetable specialists, Univer
sity of New Hampshire. Many
Maine people know Hepler either
through meeting him at garden
meetins or through the frequent
articles that he has written for
the newspapers and magazines.
The home garden program is
scheduled for Tuesday forenoon,
April 2.
Dr. Hepler’s subject is vegetable
varieties that do best in the home
garden. Other speakers on the
home garden program will be Paul
M. Bessey, of the department of
horticulture. University of Maine,
on planting the home garden, and
Dr. Kathryn E. Briwa, foods
specialist, Maine Extension Service,
on better health from the home
garden. Joseph C. Hickey, Exten
sion vegetable specialist, will speak
™
Jefferson
twice; once on the culture *to be
Jefferson Eagles voted at their given the home garden and again
meeting last Saturday to send $1.00 on controlling insects and plant
Ito the National 4-H Club Founda diseases that attack the home gar
tion.
den.
dvertlse ln The Courier-Gazette

Dr. Ezekiel Holmes, ot Winthrop,
founder of the Maine Farmer, and
its editor from 1833 to 1886. has
often been called the Father of
Maine Agriculture. A tablet to his
memory was the flrst to be erected
in the Agricultural Hall of Fame
at the University of Maine
Maine farmers have been grow
ing potatoes ever since 1718 when

FHA Meeting

Cheerful Homemakers Plan Officials and Borrowers In
Get-To-Gether For First
Donations To Veterans
Time Tuesday
*
Hospital At Togus
Rockland

Pioneer Farm Editor

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Left to right. Miss Winifred Ramsdell, Mrs. Dorothy Headley, and Mrs. Cora Miles. Mrs. Headley, "Know Your Neighbor" chairman
of the Vinalhaven Extension Association group, and Mrs. Miles are showing Miss Ramsdell, Home Demonstration Agent, a beautiful French
aprun, exquisite in material and workmanship.

Mrs. Dorothy Headley, "Know
Your Neighbor" chairman of the
Vinalhaven Extension Association
Group, had a very interesting pro
gram on France at their March
meeting.
The highlight of the program
was the French exhibit. French

china dishes ranging to French
lingerie. They included gloves, field
glasses, black pearl opera glasses,
handkerchiefs,
exquisite French
china dishes, beautiful linen hem
stitched luncheon cloth, pillow top,
powder box, French pictures, a
lovely multicolor black scarf. French
compass, a dainty change purse,

very fancy French lingerie and a
French boudoir cap.
Pictures of France were mounted
on blue paper to add further color
to this conversational exhibit.
Mrs Headley first gave an en
lightening sketch of the history of
France, including interesting notes
of the geographical aspect, too. A

map of France, center ot the ex
hibit, was used by Mrs Headley to
point out these specific places
which made it very easy for the
group to follow this trip to France
Then Mrs. Miles, who assisted Mrs.
Headley on the program spoke on
French manufacturing as compared
to the American manufacturing.

French Exhibit At Vinalhaven Excellent-

Groups Now Carrying Out Varied

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Work Programs
Mt. Pleasant Grange

Group met at the home of Mrs.
Hello Homemaker:
I wonder if you'd be interested Doris Miller for the agent meeting,
in where I’m writing this calender "Best Health Buys" and Emer
gency Feeding. This group is en
this week? Doubt if you'd guess- joying a nursery group care this
in Mrs. Vera Johnson’s restaurant year.
in Vinalhaven, over a cup of good
The Camden Extension Group
hot coffee. The old wind is blowing aiso had this meeting yesterday at
so hard, we were unable to "sail" the Megunticook
Grange Hall,
today (Wednesday.* Thus I'm tak your HDA was in charge with all
ing advantage of some free time!
members participating in this
The Vinalhaven Extension Group meeting. These women are trained
had the meeting “Best Health Buys
to prepare, serve a large group if
For Your Food Dollar and Feeding
an emergency should arise. Mrs.
Many in an Emergency,” Tuesday Mary McDonough, chairman, con
evening conducted by your HDA. ducted the business session.
Of outstanding interest at this
Dye in the Washer
meeting was the exhibit of French
articles displayed by Mrs. Dorothy
There are frequent queries about
Headly, Know
Your Neighbor washing machines for home dye
Chairman. The picture and nota ing fabrics or clothes. Textile
tion above explains more about this specialists reply that for perma
exhibit.
nent color most dyes call for boil
Maybe this will be an idea for ing the fabric in the dye solution,
ether Know Your Neighbor Chair - which is not posssible in a wash
I mans. Secretaries, be sure' and re- ing machine.
I port what your chairman presents
The machine can be used for
for a program of your meeting.
tinting—that is, giving a tempo
Mrs. Carolyn Whitten, home rary color. Here the machine may
management leader, of the Thom be of advantage because the
aston Extension Group led the mechanical agitation may help
meeting on “Do Your Own Wallpa give an even color. Care must be
pering," Wednesday at the Wey taken not to use a wringer for the
mouth Grange Hall. Mrs. Dorothy j tinted fabric because the ringer
Jameson, Junette
Kalloch and roils may require some of the col
Margaret Lewis were on the din or and later press lt into clothes
ner committee.
after washing. Care also must be
Hope Extension Group also had j taken to wash all traces of color
this at their meeting Wednesday from the inside of the machine.
with Mrs. Mabel Wright, Home
The best utensil for home dyeing
Management leader, in charge of is the big old-fashioned wash
the meeting. Mrs. Bemice Robbins boiler which is large enough to
was hostess for the group.
; keep clothes moving in the dye
Oroups are now holding this bath and is made for boiling.
wallpapering meeting to get his
Here is a recipe for you to try:
pertinent information before Spring
Coffee Bars
housecleaning starts.
The Tenant's Harbor Extension 1-4 cup shortening
group met at the home of Mrs. 1 cup brown sugar
Gertrude Hupper, County Foods 1 egg
Leader, for a salad making meet 1-2 cup hot coffee
ing. Mrs. Hupper was also the lead 1 1-2 cups sifted enriched flour
1-2 teaspoon baking powder
er in charge.
The North
Union Extension 1-2 teaspoon soda
1-2 teaspoon cinnamon
1-2 cup raisins
1-4 cup chopped nut meats
PHILCO
Cream shortening and sugar.
Add egg and beat thoroughly. Add
HOME RADIOS
I hot coffee. Mix well. Sift together
flour, baking powder, soda and
CAR RADIOS
I cinnamon. Add to the egg mixture.
Add raisins and chopped nuts. Bake
PORTABLES
I in greased baking pan <10t4xl5H
in moderate (350’F) oven
REFRIGERATORS I Ij inches)
15 to 20 minutes. Frost while still
FREEZERS
I , warm with thin powdered sugar
icing. Cut into 24 bars 1 by 3 in
ches long.
Sincerely,
The Radio Shop
Winifred Ramsdell
Home Demonstration Agent

r

<

The First and Second Degrees
were conferred on Wendall Denni
son of Mt. Pleasant and Bemice
Merrifield and Gilbert Leornard
of South Hope with Past Master J.
Herbert Gould conferring the de
grees. Visitors were present from
several Granges.
Refreshments
were served following the meeting.
Congratulations go to Brother
and Sister Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Counce upon the arrival of a son,
Allan Steward, at Camden Com
munity Hospital March 10.
Sister Colita Hennigar was re
ported 111 at Knox Hospital, mem
bers please remember her with
cards.
The application of Hazel Marston
wras read and referred to finance
committee. The First and Second
Degrees will not be conferred at
the next meeting, but will be an
nounced later.
Traveling Granges

The Traveling Granges of Owl’s
Head, St. George, South Hope and
Mt. Pleasant met at South Hope
hall Wednesday, with 9 present.
There were also visitors from Wey
mouth, Hope, Pioneer, Seven Tree
and Pleasant Valley Granges.
The Third and Fourth Degrees
were conferred by Elroy Beverage
of Hope on Wendall Dennison of
Mt. Pleasant Grange and Bernice
Merrifield and Gilbert Leonard of
South Hope.
The program was as follows:
Reading, Thelma Murray, Owl’s
Head; poem, Margaret Greeley,
Owl's Head; “I Ain’t Dead Yet,”
Carrie Nash, Owl’s Head.
"A Little More Courteous," Mar
cia Green, Owl’s Head; joke, Letha
Munro, Owl's Head and remarks by
Master Robert Murray; song, group
of South Hope men; poem, “Sap
Time,” Bertha Luce, South Hope;
song, Joseph Cormier, Mt. Pleas
ant; “Positive Proof," Frances Tol
man, Mt. Pleasant; reading, Reta
Baird, South Hope;
reading.
Brother Watmoyer, South Hope;
jokes, Lillian Rackliffe, master of
St. George; remarks, Past Master
Eugene Rackliffe of St. George
Worthy Master Merrifield pre
sented his treasurer with $5 prize
they won for the contest; song,
group otf South Hope boys; "The
Guy in the Glass,” reading by Ida
Goss, Seven Tree; "How To Be
Thankful,” Irene Pushaw, South
Hope; piano solo, Donald Snow
man, Pleasant Valley.
Closing thought given by Mil
dred Berry; remarks, Greta Clark,
Weymouth Grange; remarks, Maste Frye, Mt. Pleasant; story, Past
Master Tolman of Mt. Pleasant.
Don't get the big-head. In a few
Charlie Childs thanked the
i years somebody else will be filling Grange for cards sent him while ill.
your shoes—and maybe just a
i better.

The penny collection for Travel
ing Granges netted $2.16.

The Donation March was won
by Joseph Cormier of Mt. Pleas
ant.
The next meeting will be March
2t at St. George Grange.
Wessaweskeag Grange

There were 24 members and six
visitors present for the meeting of
Wednesday evening.
Three candidates were admitted
to the First and Second Degrees
with Master Eugene Buswell and
his staff conferring the degrees.
The same candidates will receive
the Third and Fourth Degrees at
the next meeting,
The supper committee for the
harvest supper on March 26 is
comprised of Mrs. Arlene Emerson,
Mrs. Stella Elwell and Mrs. Verna
Baum.
Nine members attended Pomona
sessions at Penobscot View Grange
last Saturday. Four attended the
Juvenile Grange meeting at St.
George on March 7. Mrs. Abbie
Buswell, wife of Wessaweskeag's
master, inspected in her capacity as
Juvenile deputy.
Megunticook Grange of Camden
voted last week to join a Traveling
Grange, combined with Wessawes
keag, Penobscot View and Pleasant
Valley. The first meeting will te at
Glen Cove March 20. Each Grange
will take part in the program.
Pioneer Grange

Pioneer Grange of East Union
entertained the Traveling Grange
group Tuesday evening. In spite
of the severe storm, over 50 were
present. Union, Georges Valley and
Lincolnville were represented.
A fine program was presented in
cluding an interesting talk by
Donald Chase, classification officer
of Maine State Prison. Seven Tree
Grange extended an invitation for
the group to meet with them on
Wednesday, April 9.
Pleasant Valley Grange

Pleasant Valley Grange held its
regular meeting Tuesday, March 11,
with visitors from White Oak, Weymuoth and Wessaweskeag Granges.
The First and Second Degrees
were conferred on Etta Thompson.
Two birthdays were celebrated,
Cora Robinson and Mabie Richard
son.
Lecturer's program was in keep
ing with St. Patrick's Day. A
march was played by Mrs. Simpson
of Weymouth Grange, "Wearing
Of the Green;” reading by Mil
dred Sprague; music by Harriet
Graver; reading, “The Birth of St.
Patrick,” by Annie Nye. Closing
song, “I'll Take You Home Again,
Kathleen.’”
The Third and Fourth Degrees
will be conferred at the next meet
ing March 25.
Georges Valley Grange

Georges Valley Grange enter
tained the newly-formed Traveling

Reed Spoke on Vaccination of
Poultry
Frank D. Reed, poultry specialist

Maine Extension Service, Orono,
was one of the speakers at the
conference of Extension poultry
specialists from the Northeastern
States at New York City this week.
His subject was practices used in
the vaccination of poultry, and his
address was based largely upon
work done in Maine in that field
during the past few years.

Grange in this group March 4. at
Maine Spud Show A Hit
which time guest officers night was
Maine Spuds are making "guest”
observed.
appearances ln Ohio and appear to
In this group are: Pioneer, East
be doing all right for themselves.
Union, Seven Tree, Union; Even
1 The good-will bookings are the
ing Star, and Georges Valley, Ap 1 result of a unique, Maine potato
pleton.
j exhibit, sponsored by the Maine
Those filling officers' posts at this Potato Tax Advisory Committee
first meeting for the group were: and the State Department of Agri
Master, George Day, Seven Tree; culture, and featuring the serving
overseer, J. Raymond Danforth. of "piping-hot Maine Bakers.”
Seven Tree; lecturer, Florence Cal
Late in January, the Spud dis
derwood, Seven Tree; steward, play was set up in the Cleveland
Robert Ferris, Seven Tree;
headquarters of the annual con
Assistant steward, Allen Leach, tention of the United Fresh Fruit
Pioneer; chaplain, Daris Miller, & Vegetable Association and was
Seven Tree; treasurer, Anna Grin tabbed
“big hit” by the large
nell, Evening Star; secretary, Au group of potato brokers and re
byne Hawes. Seven Tree;
ceivers serving the restaurant, ho
Gatekeeper, Earl Grinnell, Eve tel and institutional trade in Ohio
ning Star; Ceres, Frances Tolman, and neighboring states.
“Proof of the pudding” was the
Mt. Pleasant; Pomona, Ethel Dan
forth, Seven Tree; Flora, Ann Far request early this month by a group
ris, Seven Tree; lady assistant of these brokers to have the Maine
steward, Hope Leach, Pioneer; exhibit play a "return engagement”
executive committee, George Layr, at the 33rd Mid-American Restaur
pioneer; Deputy Earl Tolman, Mt. ant Convention of the Ohio State
Pleasant; Past Deputy David Car- Restaurant Association being held
at Cleveland March 18 through 20.
roll, Seven Tree.
There were 64 present. The fol
Order Fertilizer Now
lowing Granges were represented:
Maine farmers should order their
Pioneer, Seven Tree, Evening Star, fertilizer supplies now to help avert
Mt Pleasant, White Oak, and a possible shortage later in the
Georges Valley, Georges Valley season, says Joseph C. Hickey, vege
having the largest number of mem table specialist, Maine Extension
bers present.
Service. Fertilizer men say that
The penny collection is to be used storage space is severely taxed,
to raise money for the $5 prize thereby forcing fertilizer manufac
which is to be given the Grange turers to curtail production. Un
with the largest number present less present stocks are moved to
for the round of visits. We voted farms soon the present break in
to hold these Traveling Grange production may mean a lag in later
supplies With expected fertilizer
meetings every two weeks.
Florence Calderwood was nomi demands for 1962 the highest on
record, and with the industry
nated secretary for the group.
At lunch-time, the master of j geared to meet the demand, farm
Georges Valley Grange, Hilda ers can help by ordering their sup
Stockbridge was presented two plies and accepting delivery at the
birthday cakes and a birthday card earliest possible date. This applies
with a sum of money in it. She especially to products in which ni
wishes to thank each and every one trogen is the only fertilizing ingre
who helped her make this birthday dient.

one to be remembered for a long
time.
Plans are being made to renovate
the kitchen and dining hall just
as soon as weather permits, so to
have more conveniences for enter
taining Pomona July 2 evening
meeting.
Lecturer Ruby Chaples was ap
pointed by the master to be The
Courier-Gazette correspondent in
the future.

Potatoes Mighty Travellers

Seven Tree Grange

Maine potatoes have received the
widest distribution this year on
record. To date Maine has shipped
potatoes to 42 of the 48 States in
the Union, the District of Colum
bia, Canada, and Germany. Only
states which have not been favored
with Maine potatoes thus far are
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada,
New Mexico and South Dakota.
Eb en Idaho has bought Maine po
tatoes. Some carlots have been
shipped as far away as California.

Although the wind huffed and
puffed in its traditional March-like
way 30 members and two visitors
were present at the regular meet
ing Wednesday evening.
A grab-bag program was featured
by the Lecturer, which contained a
well-balanced program, as well as
refreshments.
Fourteen members braved the
storm Tuesday evening to attend
the Traveling Grange at Pioneer,
East Union. The next meeting will
be with Seven Tree Grange, Wed
nesday evening, April 9.
(Continued on Page Two)

McIntire To Speak
Congressman Clifford G. McIn
tire, of the Third Maine district,
is scheduled to speak twice on the
Farm and Home Week program at
the University of Maine. He will
speak first on the Grange program,
Wednesday evening, April 2, and
again on the potato growers' pro
gram, Thursday afternoon, April 3.
He will act as song leader at the
Farm and Home Week banquet,
Thursday evening. Dates for Farm
and Home Week at the University
are Monday, March 31, to Thurs
day, April 3.

PRE-INVENTORY SALE

THICK-BUTT ASPHALT SHINGLES, $6.95 sq.
Choice of Various Colors

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL AUTO AND TRUCK
TIRES AND TUBES IN STOCK
1 NEW 8 CU. FT. GIBSON REFRIGERATOR
Deluxe Model, $239.40
EXCELLENT QUALITY 2nd CLEAR
CEDAR SHINGLES, $8.60 sq.
COMMON NAILS, all sizes, $11.00 keg
SALE

ENDS MARCH

28

SO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE
REDUCED PRICES

NOW

Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.
West Rockport, Maine

Telephone Camden 2S86
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

New Sunoco Station To Open Next Friday

Dragon Cement Moves In New Kiln Section
Listen to Billy Graham on Sta have their meetings for young
tion WLAW Sunday at 3.30 p. m people at 6. Sylvia Harjula will
He has a message for al! ln this Plead the Intermediate group, and
I stirring program Hour of Decision Joseph W Robinson and David
« * * *
Sh ew right will speak to the Senior
» j At St. Bernard’s Church: Sun- group. A prayer period will be held
l day services are at 8 and 11 a .m at 7, preceeding the evening ser
|| J Daily Mass is at 6 45 a. m. and Con- vice at 7.15. Music will be by the
' ! fession, Saturday at 3 30 and 7 choir and a soloist, and Rev. J.
’ i p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James' Charles MacDonald will speak on
Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m the subject, "Consider Both Sides
j and 9.30 a m at the Church of of the Question." The Happy
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden Prayer and Praise Meeting will be
• * * *
held on Tuesday at 7.30, and the
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church, Junior Ambassadors will meet on
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday Friday at 3.30.
•« • «
parish comipunlon and sermon at
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church
19.30: daily Mass at 7.30 except on
I Monday and Saturday.
will hold its services in the under
....
croft of the Episcopal Church in
The worship service in the South Thomaston on Sunday night and
I Thomaston Methodist Church is at Monday night, March 17 at 730
| 7 o'clock. Mr. Conant will preach Refreshments will be served on
j on the sermon theme. "He Went Sunday night. Rev. Autio will con
Before Us." The sendee wiil be duct services.
** * •
held at the home of Alice Robinson.
The sermon theme at the 1030
At the 'Congregational Church, worship service at the Pratt Me
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor. morial Methodist Church will be
The fifth of seven sections which will make up the new cement kiln at Dragon Cement Company’s Thurd Sunday in Lent will be ob—
plant in Thomaston was placed Friday morning. The 50 ton section, some 40 feet in length and 11 feet in obsered at 10.45 o’clock worship "He Went Before Us.” Rev. Merle
Conant will bring the message.
diameter, is shown as it reached the level of the kiln bed. ready to be skidded ahead to join the sections
which preceded it. The steel girders in the foreground form the rollway up which the sections are taken with a sermon by the pastor "The Roger Dow will play the organ
from flat cars. To watch, the operation is simple. Actually, the installation of the new kiln and the hand Old and the New," and by an an
ling of the huge sections calls for all the engineering skill that can be mustered. The kiln is expected to be them "Sing Alleluia Forth" by Dud numbers "Largo" from "Xerxes"
by Handel, “Song of Hope" by
in operation by May.
ley Buck sung by the chorus choir Demorest, and "Duke Street" by
under direction of Mrs. Eleanor Whiting. The choii will sing the
Hill To Speak
Cote Howard. Miss Faith Melvin anthem "Rejoice Jerusalem and
will be the senior on duty. Church Sing” by Nevin. Dante Pavone will
THOMASTON
School classes for third graders and bring the solo "Not Every One That
I and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
over at 9.45 and for those younger Saith Unto Me," by Schnecker. The
or telephoned to
at 10.30 At 5 o’clock the Seminar Youth Fellowship will meet at 11.30
MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
for Seniors will be held at the par in the High School room. The In
sonage. UCY will meet at 6 at the termediate Fellowship will meet at
Lions Club Card Party
Mrs. Susie Newbert who has been
Universalist Church, with "Power 4.15 in the vestry. The Discussion
The
Thomaston
Lions
Club
spon

a patient at Knox Hospital for two
Behind the Nation" being present Group meets on Tuesday night at
weeks is now convalescing at the sored a card party Wednesdayed. “Life of Christ" course at 8 730. The Kola Klub will meet in
home of her daughter, Mig. Willis night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
at the parsonage. Appointments the church Thursday night at 6.30
Kinney, Rockland
for the week include: Monday the
for a supper and program. Carol
.
benefit
the
school
dental
health
Mrs. Annie Rogers accompanied
Boy Scout Troop 206 will hold a and Charles Jillson, Vernon and
I
fund,
with
16
tables
in
play.
Prize
by Mrs. Harvey Magitz of Rock
“Family Night” supper at 6.15; Marie Studley, and Merle and Alice
land. Gray Ladies were at Togus ' wlmlers were: contract-Capt. J.
Monday at 8 the Deacons will meet Conant are the committee. A pro
Hospital Thursday.
Edward Mark5' Ml’s' Donald Chaie’
at the parsonage; Tuesday the Pack gram of music will be presented
Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks, and Mrs.
Committee will meet at 7.30 at the during the supper hour. Major El
Mrs. Walter Hastings was guest . william Flint. Winners at bridge
•W
parsonage: Wednesday the circle mer Barde will present an illus
of her daughter Mrs. Blaine Jack j Were Mrs. Nelson Glidden, William
wall be held at 6.15. Thursday the trated address on aspects of his
at Union Wednesday.
; y smith. Jr., of Thomaston and
choir will rehearse at 7 at the work in the United States Army.
Mrs. William Cullen of Lewiston Mrs. William Dean of Rockland,
church; and Friday the Men’s As The choir will rehearse on Friday
is visiting Miss Mary Belle Cullen Winners at canasta—-Mrs. Roy
Richard I). Hill
sociation will meet at 6.30 for sup night at 730. Dante Pavone will di
for a few days. She came here to Beil, Miss Hilda George. Mrs. Al
First time in New England spon per, served by the Rounds Group,
attend the funeral services of Mrs bert Welch, Mrs. William Heal.
sored solely by a Chamber of Com with Horton Flint of Augusta pre rect. The Boy Scouts will meet on
James Derby of Rockland whose i Mrs. Russell Kelley. Mrs. Clayton
merce,” is the Small Business Con senting "Light Sorcery” as the pro Monday night at 7.30 in the vestry.
services were held Thursday.
Howard. Mrs Benjamin Smalley,
Edith Tweedie, May Gregory, Ivy
ference which opens next Monday gram.
Jr., Mrs. Benedict Dowling and Mrs.
Dora Jackson Honored
Chatto and Leona Flint are the
night at 7.30 at the Congregational
Darold Hocking. On the committee
committee for all-day sewing meet
A surprise birthday party- was ! ,
Parish
House
in
Camden.
On
the
in
the
service
of
morning
worfor the card party were Mr. and
ing on Wednesday
The Junior
given to Dora Jackson at the !
Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks and Mr. pitcher's mound for the flrst inning I ship at the Universalist Church, Guild meets with Janice Koster on
home of Mr. and Mrs Millard
of
this
fast
moving
series
of
busibeginning
at
11
o
’
clock.
Dr.
Lowe
and Mrs. Guy Robbins.
Snowman Tuesday evening. She
ness meetings, is Richard D. Hill, will give the second discourse in Wednesday with Cynthia Packard
Church News
received many nice gifts. Those
loan officer of the First National j his Lenten series of sermons, in as assistant hostess.
....
Mass will be celebrated at St. Bank of Boston since 1948. His exposition of the destinctive artipresent were: Mr. and Mrs. ColbyServices at the United PenteJackson. Mr. and Mrs. Chester James Catholic Church Sunday at subject is "Finding the Money,” a ] cies of Universal faith. He will
Winslow, Frank Taylor, Ruth Tay & a. m.
matter of vital importance to most take up another one of the ancient 1 costal Church, 88 South Main
Services at St. John’s Episcopal businessmen, if not today, perhaps ' beliefs which are unacceptable to street. Rev. John L. Howe, Sr., pas
lor Mrs. Edith Long and NancyLong. Out of town guests were Mr. Church Sunday at 8 a. m.
in the future. "Dick' Hill will de- j Universalists and to liberal think- tor: Sundaj- School 1 p. m.; Sun
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at -.he
and Mrs. Roger Wadsworth of
liver some sizzling facts across the ers generally. All who are Interest- day Worship Service 2.30 p. m.;
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hiltz Federated Church with morning plate.
ed in understanding the Christian Sunday Evening Service 7.30 p m.
of Gardiner. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon service 11 a. m„ the topic; "Letting ■— .......................
'"= beliefs commonly held by modern- Tuesday, young people’s service and
Carver. Mr. and Mrs Robert Bur- the Light Shine Through.” Anthem, Captains. Mrs. Haro'.d Richardson, I ists in the field of religous thought, Thursday prayer and praise service.
ham, Carleen Levensaler. Ethel and “O God Thou Goodness Reaches Mrs. J. Warren Everett, Mrs. Al are urged to hear these sermons.
Cora Merry of Waldoboro, Mr. and Far" by Beethoven. Discussion fred Starr, Mrs. John Upham, Jr. The church school meets at 10 a.
-■Substance" what it really is, will
Mrs. Lynwood Cushman, Mr. and group on Thursday evening at 7.
Solicitors and streets they will cov m The U. C. Y. Fellowship will be unfolded in the Lesson-Sermon
Sunday School at 9.45 a. in. at er are: Mrs. Wilbert Harper, Oys meet in the vestry at 6 p. m. for which will be read in all Churches
Mrs. Jack Cushman of Port Clyde.
the Baptist Church with morning ter River road from Shaw’s Filling
box lunch. Rev. Charles Monteith of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday. The
service at 11 o’clock, the subject; Station; Mrs. Charles Woodcock,
will speak or. "Wliat Congregation- Golden Text ls taken from II
■'Know Thyself’ and evening ser Shaw's Filling Station to South
Timothy 2:19. "The foundation of
aiists Believe."
vices at 7 p. m., with the subject; Warren bridge; Mrs. Justin Willett,
• » »
God standeth sure, having this
GAME PARTY
'God Alters Ultermaturm.”
In the 10.30 services at the seal. The Lord knoweth them that
Main street from Ship to Wads
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
worth Mrs. Stanley Miller. Wads- | First Baptist Church Tai McNutt, are his.” Sunday morning services
Red Cross Workers Named
At the
DOe to the ful epidemic the an- worth and Kossuth street. Mrs. I Director of Youth for Christ in at 1030. Sunday School at 1145
American Legion Home , nual Red Cross Drive for this town Victor Korpinen, Main street from Boston and widely known youth Wednesday- evening service 7.30.
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
has been delayed. However, a spe Wadsworth to Booker, North and ieader, is expected to be the speak
FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Taxi
cial effort will be made to cover the Georges; Miss Alice George. Main er. Prayer groups will meet at 10.15.
Mrs. Norma Dorman will con
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and i entire territory between March 15 street, both sides from Booker and and the nursery will be open then duct the morning services at the
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
to March 31 inclusive Those who School to Green; Mrs. Clayton for the care of small children. All Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
will serve on the drive are: Trea Staples, Hyler street, from Knox departments of the Church School Church Sunday morning at 10.30
3-S-tf
surer. Richard O Elliott; Drive including School: Miss Eila K. will meet for Bible study at 12 Sunday School at 11.45 for all
Chairman, Mrs. Kenneth Keves: Gillchrist. Greer, street including The Ambassadors for Christ will ages. Tuesday
evening prayer
Ludwig. Mechanic and Cross; Mrs. j
meeting will be held at 7.30 in the
Clyde Hatch, Main street, resi- !
vestry. Wednesday afternoon Col
SUNDAY AND
dences from Masonic Temple to1
onists Group Pioneer Girls will
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
MONDAY ONLY
Gillchrist street; Mrs. Edwin Lynch. '
feet at Mrs. Josephine DeShon’s
Gay and Dunn streets; Mrs. Charles '
Wednesday night the Ladies Aid
Into this land that makes
Spear. Lower Gleason street includ- i giants of men or breaks them wiil have a “Childhood Days” cos
ing Roxbury: Mrs. Myles Weston
tume party at 730 in the vestry
. . . into today’s great South
Upper Gleason street including west came the Texan!
with husbands as special guests.
Lawrence avenue; Miss Lelia Clark
Everyone is requested to bring a 25c
Elliot and Water streets from de- i
gift and a birthday card. Friday
pot to bridge; Mrs Roy Moss, Up
afternoon the Pilgrim Group will
per Knox street; Mrs. Earl Mel- '
meet in the vestry under the lead
4CTWCCY
/
gard. Lower Knox street; Mrs. Amy |
ership of Mrs. Vivian Lord.
Bracy, Brooklyn Heights to Cush-1
big as today’s
ing Line; Mrs. Ruth Feyler, Thatch- ;
Teach us Delight in simple
er and Caroline streets; Mrs. Gla
, great new
things, and Mirth that has no bit
dys Ring. Fluker street; Miss;
Southwest! ter springs—Rudyard Kipling
Jane Miller,
Lower Beechwood i
Whatever prosperous hour Prov
street: Mrs. George Grafton. Main ;
idence bestows upon you, receive it
street from Gillchrist to Pir.e in-'
with a thankful hand.—Horace.
eluding Gillchrist;
Mrs. LeRoy
Whitten, Erin. Dwight and Elm j
streets; Mrs. Alfred Saunders. Main
street from Pine to Broadway'
Apartments, Pieasant and Fish; j
Mrs. William LeVan. High street
WALDOBORO-TEL. 100
including Marsh road; Mrs. Luther
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Snnday at LOO.
Glidden, Pine street; Mrs. Arthur
LAST TIMES TODAY
j Ifemy, Meadow road from Bradway
SATURDAY. MARCH 15
Apartments to Morse’s Comer;
Doable Feature:
Mrs. Roger Jameson, More’s Corner
. WAUtf KWAN n
Roy Rogers and Trigger in
to Town Line. Harold Richardson
“PALS OF THE
GOLDEN WEST”
i will solicit the business section.
|

a • •

BEIULE
bif iEW

.KA, KEENAN WYNN
4UCE PEARCE ■ GALE R038INS

WI’BE BULLING TOGETHER
with RICHARD

BOONE
TOM' TULLY

Today—“JUST THIS ONCE"—Peter Lawford
oming Wednesday—’HERE COMES THE NELSONS’’

^Knox®

•—... ...»

..............

.

ENDS SATURDAY

“THE BLUE VEIL”
JANE WYMAN

gwgimh

U.S. DEFENSE BONDS

LUnMUr

lv• 11U t io 1

tc*

The handsome Sunoco Station pictured above is located on U. S. Route 1 in Thomaston not far from
the Cement Company plant. Known as Hank's Sunoco Service the beautiful station is modern in every
respect with the latest in equipment and conveniences. The station will be managed by Kenneth Wilson
and the proprietors are Harold Snowman, Ellery McCluskey and Thad Grotton.

INTERPRETATIONS OF “THE WORD”
By Louis A. Walker

Read the 51st Psalm, traditionally supposed to be the ex
pression of David's repentance for the slaying of Uriah. (See
II Sam. chap. 12). A Lenten meditation for the sincere peni
tent.
A Paraphrase of the 1,1 Psalm
I beg for mercy, O God, not for justice, solely on the plea
that Thou art merciful. Not alone forgiveness do I crave but
cleansing.
Without Thy aid I am not able to forgive myself. In the
fast analysis all sin against my fellow man is sin against Thee.
Only Thou canst forgive. Thou art the offended one. Sin
fulness was ingrained in me from birth. More than a specific
act, I feel that sinfulness is an ingrained congenital condition.
Alas! It is inward goodness that is required. Only a miracle of
divine grace can give me that real goodness. Look away from
my sinfulness, O God and destory it. By creative power make
me clean and right within. Only in Thy conscious presence and
in the joy thereof can I find righteousness. Only so can I help
others to flnd the way of life. 1 am, in fact, a murderer, O
God wipe out the stain and I shall proclaim Thy goodness. I
perceive the futility of empty ceremonial for it brings no help.
But Thou seest my broken heart which Is my burnt offering
and my sincere repentance which is my sacrifice.
(Verses 18 and 19 are probably a later addition by some
zealous priestly hand to counteract David's repudiation of the
Temple ritual as an effective remedy for sin>.

25 YEARS AGO
A RevyewScam The Courier-Gazette of Happenings Which Interested
Rorkland ancl Vicinity During the Corresponding Period of 1927

Myron C. Drinkwater resigned Leroy Irvin,
from the Police Force.
| North Haven, Feb.—to Mr. and
The Lime Company started four Mrs. Harry P. Baird, a son.
kilns on the Point.
Rockland, March 2 to Mr. and
Palmer Pease was elected captain Mrs. Myron S. Nason of Thomaston
of the High Schoo! basetall team. . a soil, Edward Lewis.
South Hope, Feb. 26 to Mr. and
The Allej-s won the City Bowling
Mrs. Albert Pease, a son.
Championship.
Camden.' Feb. 23 to Mr. and
Sch. William B ifbee was disabled
off Cape Henry. The cook <Stover) Mrs. Arthur I. Marshal!, a son,
Arthur Irving. Jr.
was lost overboard.
Rockland. Feb. 28 to Mr. and
Miss Faith Ulmer was elected
"Miss Rockland" in a popularity Mrs. Merton F. Warren, a son.
Robert Pearl.
contest.
Waldoboro, Feb. 18 to Mr. and
Fred C. Black was elected presi
Mrs. Basil V. Winchenbaugh twin
dent of the Forty Club
by daughters, Lois and Louise.
James Appleby was killed
Rockland, March 2, to Mr and
falling rock in Hard Rock quarry
Mrs. Perley Hall a daughter, NathNo. 1.
Frank B. Shaw, formerly
of i alis Lunetta
Rockland, died in Winthrop. Mass \ Camden, March 1 to Mr. and
The leaders of St. Bernard’s i Mrs. Charles W. Stevens, a daughChurch netted $1408 from their an- ; ter.
nual coffee party.
Waldoboro, March 2, to Mr. and
. Miss Esther Stevenson was elect- j Mrs. Milton Creamer, a son, Rusea musical director ol Thomaston i sell Harrington.
and Camden High Schools.
London, England, March 7, to Mr.
Charles Carver resigned from the and Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson, a
Coast Patrol service.
daughter, Margaret Ann.
Christopher S. Rooerts attorney, | Tenant’s Harbor, March 1 to Mr
moved from Vinaihaven to Rock and Mrs. James M Careny a
daughter, Barbara Louise.
land.
St. George. March 8, to Mr and
Snow fell on 16 days in February.
Mrs. Alfred C. Hocking, twins. Er
Marriages
dine Dorothy and Arnold True.
Jackson Mich., Feb 24, Joseph
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 25, to Mr.
Abbott Edwards and Miss Martha and Mrs. Ernest Arey a daughter,
House, both of Jackson
Ruth EveljTl.
Rockland, March 7, Robert M.
Appleton, March—to Mr. and
Williams of Waterville, and Olga Mrs. Harry Campbell, a daughter,
A. Starr of Rockport.
Rockiand. March 4, to Mr. and
Camden March 7, Gilbert B. Bry Mrs Ernest Robishaw. a daughter.
ant and Miss Dora Ella Thomas,
Vinaihaven, March 6 to Mr. and
both of Camden.
Mrs. Carl Burgess a son, Car! Ker
Camden, March 8, Adelbert Leon mit.
ard and Miss Leona Pushor, both
St. George, Feb. 14 to Mr. and
of Camden.
Mrs. Alfred Rawley a daughter.
| Washington, March 2, George Virginia Mary.
Ames of Jefferson and Miss Louise
Thomaston, Feb. 14. to Mr. and
C. Lincoln of Washington
Mrs. George Creighton, a son.
Portland, March 8, Maurice Hall
Thomaston, Feb. 12, to Mr. and
of Friendship and Miss Regina V.
Mrs. John B. Paulsen, a daughter,
McLaughlin of Waldoboro.
Grace Marion.
Rockland. Feb. 16 Alfred A StaCamden, Feb. 16 to Mr. and Mrs.
pies and Jennie R. Sukeforth both Percival Sawyer a son, Joseph Anof Rockland
seli.
Union, Feb. 15, Earl R. St. Clair Rockland, Feb. 21 to Mr. and
of Boston and Ixzie H. Etter
of Mrs. Streeter Webster, a daughter.
East Union.
Rockland, Feb. 18, to Mr. and
Rockiand. Feb. 19 Richard Henry Mrs. Clarence Cline, a son.
Lowell of Thomaston and DorothyNorth Waldoboro, Feb. 17, to Mr.
Margaret Judkins of Rockland.
and Mrs. E. G. Miller a daughter.
Searsport, Feb. 16 Forrest A.
Rockland Feb. 17 to Mr. and Mrs.
Nickerson of Searsport and Hazel Harry Moore a daughter.
also on the program
Sally Forrest, Lionel Barrymore, I., Chaples of Rockland
Wakefield, Mass.. Peb. 7, to Mr.
Warren, Fe'o—Milton D. Snow and Mrs. William M. Kelso a
Lewis Stone in
________ BANNERLINE"_________
and Miss Marie A. Kenniston, both daughter, Jean Starrett.
of Warren.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Camden, Feb. 17 to Mr. and Mrs.
MARCH 16-17
Clearwater, Fla., Feb. 17, Chester John W. Nelson a daughter, Annie
Maureen O’Hara, Jeff Chandler E. Johnson and Mrs. Jessie L. Rob
May.
in
bins of Rockland.
“FLAME OF ARABY”
Camden, Feb.— to Mr. and Mrs.
Camden, Feb. 22, Arthur L. Lar Frank H. Stone, a son.
In Technicolor
ner and Miss Katherine O. Moore
• • * •
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
both of Camden.
MARCH 18-19
A Lombard snowplow arrived in

WALDO

the

, ’ I

THEATRE

Ava Gardner, James Mason in
“PANDORA AND THE
FLYING DUTCHMAN"
In Technicolor

Births

Thomaston.

Rockiand, Marth 1 ui Mr. and Frank D. Rowe resigned as super
Mrs. Leroy I. Harrington a son. intendent of the Warren, Union

CAMDEN

4

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL 2197
John Grey is a patient at Cam,
den Community hospital.
Mrs. Frank Williams and daugh
ter Susan of Baltimore, Md.. are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Grey.
Edward Hayes and Mr. and Mrs.
Dexter Goody of Portland were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Horton.
Mr. and Mrs. William Benner an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter Annie to Elmer C. Allen
i
of Bristol. Miss Benner is a gradI
uate of Camden High School, class
of 1951.
Mr. Allen attended school in
Waldoboro and Damariscotta. He
is now serving with the U. S. Army
in Korea. No date has been set for
thc wedding.
The Seaside Club will meet Mon
day night at the home of Mrs Nat
alie Parker.
The Monday Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Lucile Hary with
Mrs Marjorie Tounge as reader.
Miss Claire Crabtree spent two
days in Portland this week.
The next meeting of the Fnendsin-Council will be omitted due to^ .
illness An announcement will be ' 1
made at a later date in regard to
the April meeting.
Mrs. Alberta Brown and Mrs.
Nora Haskell are in Boston this
week where they are attending the
Flower Show
Harry Murray is a patient at the
Camden Community Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs Eugene St. Clair
have recently purchased the Capt.
Osborne Curtis residence on BayView street, and will occupy it in
the near future.
The Jolly Eight canasta club
met recently at the home of Mrs.
Velma Harding. High score pr*ze
was won by Mis. Elva Gray and ■»
consolation by
Mrs. Katherine f |
Heald.
Mrs. W A. Yates has returned to
her home from the Deaconess Hos
pital in Boston
Mr. and Mrs William Brown have
returned from a trip to Boston.

and Matinicus district which he
had long served so ably.
Frederick H. White formerly of
Rockport, died in Worcester, Mass.
Sch Jessie G. Noyes, built in
Thomaston for Crowell & Thurlow. was lost off the Virginia coast.
St. George town meeting: clerk,
C. E. Wheeler, selectmen, Fred H.
Smalley, J Rodney Kenney and 4
Reed Pierson; collector and trea
surer. Joseph Simmons; road com
missioner A. J. Rawley.
Vinaihaven town meeting: O. P.
Lyons clerk, Charles L. Boman,
Leslie E. Dyer and David Duncan
seiectmen. L. W. Sanborn treasur
er, Gerry Peaslee chief engineer of
Fire Department.
Mrs. Mary E. Maddocks 79, died
at Owl's Head.
Warren town meeting: G. Dudley
Gould clerk, A M. Hilt, Curtis B.
Starrett and Clifford M. Spear se
lectmen, N. B. Eastman treasurer,
W. A. Moody, tax collector, W. A.
Moody, road commissioner.
Clara E. Morton, 69, died in^
Thomaston.

Camden Theatre

NOW! $100
CASH NIGHT

Richard Greene, Loretta Young

“KENTUCKY”

In Technicolor—2nd Thriller

“ROADBLOCK”
and “ROAR OF THE IRON
HORSE”—Chapt. 14
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
The glorious story of songdom's great Gus Kahn—and the
girl who put the love in the
love songs he wrote—Doris Day
Danny Thomas, Patrice Wymore

“I’LL SEE YOU IN
MY DREAMS”

nith Frank Lovejoy and Ja&m
Gleason—Terrific Musical!

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Tomorrow thc Stars, R. A. Hein
Members Orated
lein.
Old Gray Homestead and CareeT
of David Noble, F. P. Keyes.
“Candidate Hopefuls” Took
Diminishing Return, L. Kaufman.
Part In the BPW Club’s
A Client is Cancelled, Lockbridge.
Meeting
One Man Loved, M. M. Marshall.
Circle F. Cowboy, C. Martin.
The Rockland BPW Club met
Divining Rod for Murder, M. Nel- Wednesday night in the Farns
ville.
worth Workshop.
Spark of Life, E. M. Remarque.
Ruth McBride reported on the
Love At A Festi'.al, B Ruck.
“Who Are We" questionnaires and
The Abbott Sisters, Roberts.
urged all members to fill it out and
The Swimming Pool, M. R. Rine | send it in promptly so that the
hart.
Rcckland Club would have a 100',
Challenge To Danger, Wm. M. showing.
Raine
Camilla Donlan reported on
The Catherine Wheel. J. Staf
Civilian Defense, Arlene Williams
ford.
on Membershiyp and Virginia
Ambush Trail, Lee Thomas.
I Knight on the Spring Board MeetMurder in Two Flats. R. Vickers.
, ing which is to be held in Auburn
Commandments of Men. E. P.
I on March 23. Members planning
Williams.
Shadow Acros My Heart. M D. to attend this meeting should conj tact Helvi Hamalainen for trans
Warren.
portation.
The Dark Mare, D. Wilson.
Ruth Cross gave reports on the
Patterson.
Everybody's Photography Manu Lobster Festival and City Council
meetings.
al. Popular Science.
Ruth McBride was appointed
How To Build and Repair Your
chairman of the club banquet to
Own Furniture. Popular Science.
The General and the President, be held in May.
The following candidate hopefuls
R. H. Rovere.
The Seven Last Words, F. Sheen. took part in their campaign
Careers in Physics, A. W. Smith. speeches: Helvi R. Blueberry, M.
Lucy Nasonbottom, Emmy R. Hap
North With thc Spring, Teale.
Back To Mandalay. L. Thomas. py, Madline Brickphil, Marian Car
Long Long Trailer, Twiss.
buretor, Millie Don/wiggle, Lettie
Journey Together, T. Walker.
Cross-My-Heart, Annie D. Sauer
Road to Shalimar, C. Wells.
kraut.

Social Matters
The Wednesday Night Club met
with Mrs. Raymond Moulaison,
Masonic street for dessert bridge.
Prizes in auction were won by Mrs
Gerald Margeson, Mrs. Ray Fo'ey
and Mrs. John Richardson, Mrs.
Foley also won the traveling prize.

Miss Gayle Rogers of 13 Clare
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
mont street, this city, who is em
L. Rogers, Librarian
ployed as a medical secretary in everyRuth
wet M-day: P o m to 8 30 p. m t
Boston, is an appendectomy pa
tient at Booth Memorial Hospital, A little peaceful home
232 8ummit avenue, Boston. She Bounds all my wants and wishes;
add to this
•
submitted to surgery late Thursday
My book and friend, and this is
night.
happiness.
Francesco Di Fioja
| further advanced study with Paul
The Final Concert Althouse, former Metropolitan
New books added to the shelves;
i star, and one of New York's most
Non-Fiction
Denis Harbour. Bass-Bari noted voice teachers. With Alice Pleasures of Music, J. Barzun.
tone, To End Series- Nicnols he studied languages and Search After Sunrise, V. Brittain.
concert repertory; with Maestro
The Confident Years. Van Wyck
New Drive Starts
! Marzo’lo, formerly of La Scala, he Brooks.
Denis Harbour, eminent bass-bar j studied opera and was coached in
Over A Bamboo Fence, M. F.
itone, will be the featured artist in the music of the great Italian mas- Brown.
This Fascinating Animal World,
the third and final concert of the ■ ters and in the art of expression.
Shot County Community Concerts Since those days Mr. Harbour has Devoe
Your Bay and Mine, M. M. El
series, to be given in the Camden I had notable success both in CanOpera House, Monday, March 17, I ada and in the United States, in dred.
! opera and on the concert stage, as
Fathers and Parents. Too, O. S.
at 8.15 p. m.
English.
Mr. Harbour, a native of Canada, ' well as in radio.
Master Plan, U.S.A., J. Fischer.
studied extensively in and around
While no program has been re
Art of Clear Thinking, Flesch.
Montreal before coming to New ceived in advance, judging from
Voyage to Windward, Life of
York, where he embarked on still reviews of Mr. Harbour’s concert
appearances, it is safe to assume Robert L. Stevenson, J. C. Furnas.
Six and a Ford, Holmes.
his program will embrace operatic
My Forty Years Fight For Korea,
arias and art songs, and a good
representation of character and Yong-sin Im.
A Walker in the City, Kazin.
humorous songs, in which he is
CAPITAL
Philosophy of Education, W. H.
particularly adept. In any event it
is a rare opportunity to hear an Kilpatrick.
HIT PARADE
Through Charley's Door, E. Kim
. artist of Mr. Harbour s ability, and
'WHEEL OE FORTUNE
Kay Starr U his appearance is eargerly awaited. brough.
Conduct of Life, L. Mumford.
)SLOW' POKE
§
The annual drive for commun
Riddle of Emily Dickinson R. PeHelen O’Connell < ity concerts subscriptions will oper
Fiction
'BLUE TANGO
*
with this concert, and attention is
Les Baxter j
Now We Are Free, M. Allis.
called
to
the
announcement
that
^PLEASE MR. SIN
§
A Grave Case of Murder. Roger
anyone purchasing a subscription
Les Baxter ‘ J ticket for the 1952-53 season will Bax.
^BERMUDA
Border Guns, Max Brand.
Kay Anthony - be entitled to a ticket for the I Behind the Crimson Blind, C
§
i Denis Harbour concert Monday
night, without extra cost. Details ! Dickson.
It’s Fun
of this may be obtained by con i Jumpin’ Jupiter, E. G. Carey.
To Buy Records at § tacting Mrs. Beulah Ames, tele Mrs. McGinty's Dead, A. Christie
J The Sun in My Hands, D. CuSenter Crane’s
y phone 843-M
I sack.
? Large, comfortable audition y
Winds of Morning, H L. Davis. I
s
booth.
A
A happy marriage is a new begin
Newest high-fidelity demon-?
vir.
ning
of
life
a
new
starting
point
stration players.
y
Ruler of the Rrange, P Dawson.
S* Competent, courteous person-§ for happiness and uaefulne®; —
and
My Cousin Rachel, D. DuMaurier.
Arthur
P.
Stanley.
nel.
2
Tread Lightly, Angel, F. Davis.
Large (and growing larger)’
Strange Courage, Evan Evans.
You have not fulfilled every
selection of records—All 3y
Contest Notes
David Starr, Space Ranger. P
speeds.
& duty unless you have fulfilled that
1* We solicit orders for unusual^. of being cheerful and pleasant.— Prench.
/
records.
Corpse Died Twice. B. Frost.
Charles Buxton
Three Guns from Colorado. P.
SCRAPBOOK NOTES
Thc St. Patrick's Dance sched Field.
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE
uled
for
Saturday,
March
15
at
the
Fire On the Wind. Garth.
y
y
f
Record Dept.—Basement.
, Elks Home has been postponed un
It is with great reverence that I
The Earthbieakers, E. Haycox.
c Mail Orders Promptly Filled. ? til Saturday, March 22 due to
•write about our next member of
Path of Love, W. Howard.
32*33
icWVWMV,»»;-.s VSSSWSSSS V V XSW? dining room alterations.
Home Front Nurse, A. Humphries* the Hall of Fame, a lady whose
name we mentioned in the previous
ESKS
Longfellow column, “The Lady
With the Lamp," Florence Nightin
gale.
Just as we call the olden Greek
physician who lived in 400 B.C.,
' North Haven
Hypocrates, the "Father of Medi
cine” so we could refer to this gra
Baptist Church
cious lady a' the ‘/Mother of Mod
ern Nursing."
Rev. George R. Merriam
F.orence Nightingale was born
Pastor
in Florence, Italy, in the year
Sponsored by the United Baptist
1920, (May 12) and was the
Convention of Maine
daughter of wealthy parents,
whose fancy was to name their
REV. GERALD W. BEALS
children after the name of their
OF TOPSHAM, MAINE
birthplace, thus the name of Flor
ence. It is interesting to note
GUEST SPEAKER
that up to this time the name Flor
Sun. through Fri., March 16-21
ence was always understood to be a
Mr Beals Will Speak and Sing at All the Services
man’s name, but now it became the
first name of this shining "Lady
SUNDAY, MARCH 16—
of the Lamp," and many women
Sunday School, 10 A M.
since have borne it in her honor.
Worship Service, 11 A. M.
It is with special interest this
Song and Worship Service, 7.30 P. M.
columnist writes about this won
derful woman and her profession
WEEKDAY EVENINGS, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY AT 730 P. M.
as his mother was also born in
Inspiring Addresses and Fine Singing!
May and was a nurse and he also
has a sister Fore nee.
EVERYONE IS INVITED
It is extremely hard to condense
32-33
her biography within a few para
graphs—a life, a full life that has
occupied volumes of space. We will
try to give you a brief resume.
Bored with the social butterfly
life of the day. educated beyond the
stage of most young ladies of that
period, she turned her talents to
the service of mankind, by which
she understood the one way, the
complete way of serving God—and
within five years her name became
world famous, beloved and cher
ished by rich and poor alike.
Most of her childhood was spent
in Lea Hurst, Derbyshire, England,
and as she grew older she traveled
abroad. During her travels on the
continent her attention became at
tracted to the rank condition of
most of the hotpitals then in ex
istence.
She entered the Institute of Saint
Vincent de Paul to train for nurs
ing (Servants of the Poor) Paris
and Kaiserworth on the Rhine. It
was at Alexander, Egypt that she
learned the importance of discipline
in hospital management.

SENTER-CRANE'S

The
Children’s Corner

Page Seven

a naan

Mrs. H. C. Parsons, North Haven,
Maine sent in a supply of current
issues of Readers Digest.
—KCOH—

Miss Marion Tracy does a blood sugar test

Marion Tracy, Local High School Gradu

When “Laboratory Open House”
visitors, tour the Weccon Memorial
Hospital Laboratory, Sunday. March
23. between 2 and 4 p. m„ Miss Ma
rian Tracy of Rockland, one of the
Medical Technologists on the staff,
a member of the Massachusetts Pio
neer Valley Medical Technologists'
Association, will be on hand to ex
plain briefly the various depart
ments, and the numerous tests done
dally. Miss Tracy is shown doing

Vanishing Seals

BIBLE PREACHING MISSION

RUMMAGE

AUCTION

HOME COOKED FOOD SALE

March 19th Community Building

RUMMAGE AND FOOD SALE 1:30

a ‘Blood Sugar,” a test to deter
mine the amount of glucose in the
blood.
Daughter of Mrs. Charlena Tracy,
of 3 Broadway Place, and the late
Charles Tracy. Miss Tracy is a
graduate of Rockland High School,
class of 1950, and studied at Pratt
Diagnostic Hospital, in Boston, as
a member of the Bingham Asso
ciates. before joining the staff of
the Wesson Hospital Laboratory.

—KCOH—

Fire Chief Van Russell, with
Mr. Clark, State Fire Inspector
from Augusta, visited the Hospital
on Wednesday, to make their
annual Inspection Tour.
—KCOH—

—KCGH—

HR
Back in England, scarcely any
facilities existed for the training of
nurses, there were no aids to hos
pita! work as there are today, it
was before the time of Lister, and
antiseptics were unknown, such
nurses as there were, weTe mere
drudges uneducated and not very
clean. Out of this chaos she re
stored order.
In 1863 she was given the chance
of managing an institution such as
she. had conceived ahd dreamed
of. It was a philanthropic institu
tion entitled “the Establishment for
Gentlewomen during Illnesa." a
nursing home for ladies of restrict
ed means. It was established in
Chandos, St., London.
Upon the outbreak of the Crimean
War, 1854, and after overcoming all
opposition put in her way, she set
out for the front lines with 37
r. urses.
Nursing departments were organ
ized by her at Soutari and Balakava. She succeeded beyond meas
ure and in the face of extreme dif
ficulties she brought cleanliness,
happiness and the saving of lives to
those British soldiers. She over
worked, but in spite of this and its
weakening effects, Florence Night
ingale refused to leave her post of
duty until the British evacuated
Turkey in July 1856.
Upon her return to England, she
received the acclamation of the
whole nation and was received by
the Queen of Balmoral—a grateful
people raised S250.0CO for her war
services and with this sum she
founded the Nightingale Home for
training nurses at St. Thomas
Hospital—becoming the founder of
the modem nursing system of Eng
land.
In 1907 she became the first wom
an to receive the “Order of Merit"
and the next year the Freedom of
the City of London was bestowed
on her.
Her active days were now over—
she had lived to see hospital re
form and had written many articles
about nursing. She died Aug. 13,
1910.
This “Lady of the Lamp” Flor
ence Nightingale, did more to alle
viate the suffering of the sick, than
any other person in history; and
in establishing a system which, by
its adoption, created and main
tained a high standard in the hon
orable profession of nursing.

PIANO TUNING

FOR A PROFESSIONAL JOB HAVE YOUR
PIANO TUNED BY

ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB

Miss Annie Frost, Masonic St.,
made a very pretty scrap book, to
add to the Pediatric Department.

The nurses on Floor 1 are pretty
proud this week. The new chart
ing desk has been completed by
W. H. Glover Co. and installed. It
has nice new ratks for the charts;
to keep supplies; and an end
southward. From then until Spring, cabinet, with a lovely glass top
marked "Knox.” It adds much to
they stay in the water.
the nurses duty station and when
Traveling in groups, the Fur Seals the new high stools arrive, it will
swim hundreds of miles to the be complete.
—KCGH—
south, sometimes going as far down
Miss Floris Lent, Medical Re
as California.But they never get
closer than a hundred miles off cords Librarian, had been in Knox
the shore. Only a sick or crippled j Hospital this week, helping by
Seal tries to find land during the making suggestions whereby the
department may be improved and
long Winter migration.
At the end of the Winter, the better service given. Miss Lent is
packs make their return journey a consultant sent here under the
to the Pribilofs. Always they keep Bingham Foundation.
—KCOH—
a sharp lookout for their worst
Mrs. Frances Martel is back on
enemy, the killer whale, and for
duty again, her rest must have
their favorite food, small fish.
The males are especially anxious done her a lot of good. She is
to eat well, because they go with feeling much improved.

©National Wildlife Federation

Fur Seal

Greed and waste—which have
robbed the world of many birds
and animals—almost put Fur Seals
out of existence. But reckless men
were halted in time to save the
amazing creatures.
There were no more than 15C.000
of the Seals left, some 40 years ago,
and they were fast disappearing.
At last a treaty was made which
forbade killing the Seals while they
were migrating in the ocean. It
was also agreed that only limited
numbers of the Seals might be
taken each year under the super
vision of the United States gov
ernment.
Thanks to this protection, Fur
Seals have increased in number.
The National Wildlife Federation
reports that there are now between
two and three million of them.
Only when they spend a few
months of the Spring and Summer
on land does the government per
mit between 90,000 and 100,000 to
be killed. Eskimos do the hunting,
and they take nothing but young
male Seals—never females.
At the time that this hunting
goes on, the Seals are living on the
cold, rocky Pribilof Islands in the
north Pacific Ocean. The males
arrive there early in May, and the
females come in June.
Soon after the females waddle
ashore, their young pups are bom.
The babies weigh 10 to 12 pounds
apiece. They are black at first, but
later turn gray. Though they all
look alike, and spend their time
together, the pups cannot fool their
mothers. The mothers can pick
their own pups out of the pack
without any trouble.
Along in October and November,
the herds begin to flop off their
rocky islands. They plunge into the
waters of the Pacific and head

out food from May to August. The
The flu is still raging through
females fare better in the Spring
out the hospital, employees and
and Summer, often leaving land to
nurses still out of work, due to
get something to eat.
illness. Some have managed to
Nevertheless, the males are the
work in spite of it.
giants of the herd. By the time
—KCOH—
they are fully grown, at the age
Mrs. Dorothy Conway, employee
of seven, they weigh from 400 to in the dietary department, was
500 pounds each. They are black discharged from the hospital on
or dark brown. The females are Wednesday noon.
lighter in color ar.d smaller, weigh
—KCOH—
ing an average of 80 pounds.
Miss Vittrice Carini, collector in
Though awkward on land. Fur the bookkeeping department, has
Seals are powerful swimmers. With been absent due to illness, since
their flippers, they gracefully cut , Monday of this week.
through the water and cover many
—KCGH—
Miss Sarah Maker, assistant
miles without stopping. They are
also skillful at leaping into the air i bookkeeper, left early Monday to
visit the Flower Show in Boston.
and diving under the waves.
Miss Maker returned late Wednes
day afternoon.
—KCOH—

j

A WORLD WAR H VETERAN '
IN 1BAINIMG UNDER THE GI
BILL AFTER 7Li£ JULY £5,1951
CUT-OFF DATE MUST PURSUE

HIS COURSE CONTINUOUSLY1
I (EXCEPT FOR INTERRUPTIONS

BEYOND HIS CONTROL) OR
FORFEIT HIS RIGHT TO
V
l COMPLETE HIS COURSE J

I M 290

For full information contact your nearest
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office

Let me not to the marriage of
true minds admit impediments.—
William Shakespeare.

Thou wilt shew me the path of
life; in thy presence is fulness of
joy; at thy right hand there are
pleasures for evermore.—Psalms
16:11

Piano Tuner and Technician
Write
HOTEL THORNDIKE, ROCKLAND, MAINE

Admissions—Mrs. Glodic Ulmer;
Mrs. Eva Stone. Camden; Miss
Ingrid Haddal; Mrs. Ruth Staples;
Mrs. Flora Barter. Tenants Har
bor; Miss Julia Strout, South Hope;
Mrs. Wilma Sheffield, Thomaston;
Adelaide Richardson; Mrs. Kath
leen Young, Matincus; George
Gray, Vinalhaven; and Alfred
Ludwig.
—KCOH—

Discharges—Mrs. Arlene Stetson
and baby boy, Union; Mrs. Hilda
Weed and baby boy, Camden;
Julia Nason; John Emery; Mrs.
Lucille Ward and baby girl;
Maurice Gilchrest; Mrs. Lettie
Young, Thomaston; Master Imants
Valdmanis, Port Clyde; Michael
Noyes, Warren; Mrs. Marita Haw
ley. Thomaston; Mrs. Nellie Tracy;
Mrs. Susie Newbert, Thomaston;
Miss Alice Smalley; Miss Evelyn
Guyette,
East Union;
Joseph
Fournier, Owl’s Head; Ernest Rawley, Tenants Harbor; Mrs. Rose
Gotsis; Mrs. Elizabeth Putansu
and baby boy, Spruce Head; Mrs.
Carolene Woodbury and baby boy;
Philip Hilt, Union; Miss Viola Ma
honen, Spruce Head: Mrs. Norma
Hamilton and baby girl, Thomas
ton.
' ’J5S3

distinctive
Handbags..........
These entirely new handsome Handbags are

colors.

Each containing a small coin purse of

matching material.

Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet

are feather light in your hand.

ROLAND ARMAND
Graduate Faust School of Tuning

z-

it

made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid

AUCTION 7 p.m.

Milton Vanorse, 11 Bayview
Square, brought in a supply of
funny books for the children.
Needless to say a group of young
sters were made happy for quite
some time.
—KCGH—

ate Makes Good In Her Calling

Cf

t SEHTES-CRSNE’S |

hi i Health Portal

A ROCKLAND TECHNICIAN

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
J3*T&S*6O
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Fage Eight

)

food of living insects and worms
easily but when freeze up came I
was stumped. He didn't go for
commercial turtle food and was
fast losing his vim and vigor when
the Mrs. found a two page article
in "Woman's Day" by Claire
Gaucher, entitled "How to Take
C3re of Those Baby Turtles," which
really put our little amphibian on
his feet.
The article was written for the
owners of those five and dime
store turtles known scientifically as
Cumberlands, but it applied nicely
to ours which is just plain "mudturtle.”
Proper diet, which includes raw
lean meat, raw fish, cooked chick
en and bone meal, with Lying In
sects and worms in season, not to
exceed one half thimble full every
I other day will make your little tur
tle very frisky, even in the coldest
flays of Winter when he would orlinarily be hibernating deep in the
mud. "And above all” says Miss
Gaucher, “if your turtle's shell has
been decorated by some paint
brush artist, remove the paint
quickly for it means his deformity
in a matter of months.”
It can be removed by careful ap
plication of nail-polish remover and
a little patience.

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
by

John M Richardson

Gladys S Heistad

that by this time Captain John J.
of Boston, the master of
[THE TWO TANKER GALE OF 1952]
the Pendleton had been swept
Herewith appears an outstanding bit of virile sea literature from the overboard, along with several mem
A delightful letter come6 from worth, with a splendid back ground
gifted pen of Edward Rowe Snow. This is a preview of a section of his bers of his crew.
of
family
and
education.
I
had
not
Nancy
Oregory
and
Alberta
heard her sing since those days— newest l>ook "Great Galas and Dire Disasters’* due to be published next
Boatswain Cluff reported at once
Sprague, students at Gordon College she has made other radio appear August—Ed.
to
Coast Guard Headquarters, and
Boston, telling of hearing Rand ances but due to circumstances I
PART II
a Coast Ouard PBY plane was or
Smith ln concert at the First never did hear any of these—and
At approximately 6 oclock that | itude 69 18 or about thirty miles dered to check in the vicinity. |
United Presbyterian Church, New despite the glowing press notices
By Ralph W. Tyler
ton Corner, where Mr. Smith is Mary has been receiving recently, Monday morning a gigantic 60-foot ' out to sea in the latitude of Nau- Confirmation scon arrived from
Minister ol Music Quoting from I was not prepared for the glorious wave caught the Pendleton amid- I set Beach Life Boat Station and the plane, and it was then learned
Fred Batty, Jr. automotive re ' coffee pot and unwrapped sand
! in the longitude of Monhegan that the tanker was the Pendleton
the letter:
pairman, amateur naturalist, school wiches, doughnuts and other good
beauty of her voice as it was dis ship and staggered her. throwing Island.
overdue at Revere, Mass An am
"We have always enjoyed Rand played in Sunday's program It has
bus operator and crack-shot from ies at Forest Lake on opening day
her
almost
over
on
her
beam
ends
phibious
duck
was
sent
cut
from
As the storm grew worse the
Smith's music in the Summer. both : a wide range, soar.ng from rich
the Foster Cove area of South and anyone who wished to could
ln the First Baptist Church and tn 'low to es into heights associated for a brief interval. Coming back Fort Mercer started to split apart i the Chatham station, but was un Thomaston tells me he's just itching eat thrfr fill.
able
to
approach
close
enough
to
on
an
even
keel,
the
Pendleton
was
but
even
before
the
splitting
began
the concerts at the Warren Bap only w-.th a so.-n o voice; yet all
to get his rifle sights on a partly
Forest Lake will probably have
tist Church. Several times during through the rance a beautiful full- struck again and again by waves the Coast Guard had alerted three the tanker for action Then Chief white crew that’s been a “galli its opening day followers this year
the Winter, we have attendee i.eis and ev^tmess was shown Of 58 and 60 feet high; in fact one cutters and dispatched two others Boatswain's Mate Donald Bangs of vanting'’ between Nabby's Cove as usual., but I predict that Salt
church services at the Newton course I was thrilled that she sang great billow was estimated to have to the scene The Eastwind and the Scituate started out across the and Waterman's Beach all Winter Pond will draw an all-time record
church, where Mr. Smith is solos one of my "pets’—"Oh! M o Fern been no less than 63 feet. Of Unimak, which had been vainly dangerous bar in a motor surfboat
Fred says several persons have crowd of fishermen for this area.
course, no tanker could endure searching for the lost fishing boat '. with three stalwart crewmen, Emand choir director.
ando’ from Donizetti’s ' La Fa or- such buffeting for long, and the Paolina off Nantucket, gave up ’ ery H. Haynes, Antonio F. Ballerini seen the bird from time to time Salt Pond is also likely to be the
“Las; Friday night 'Ffb 29) we
throughout the Winter and even first of our trout waters to be de:ta.”
had the privilege of n tending a One f els that Miss Davenport is Pendleton de-eloped a break in her their efforts and sped to the area and Richard J. Ciccone, headed for if he has got a white head, he bets r clared “ice-out."
concert by Mr. Smith at the hurch beaded for the Metropolitan but in sides near the main mast. Finally Down at Provincetown the Yak?tat the bow of the Pendleton. Just as at nest robbing he's Just as black
What Is actually legal ice-out
which we though: was ex client the meantime she is grounding her the stern and the bow broke apart was alerted, along with the McCul they arrived, they watched a as any of them.
conditions has always been a mys
« • $ «
We thought you night be inteiest- self wisely in al! sorts of stage tech completely. Tne forward part of loch in Boston and the Acushnet ln mountainous wave sweep across the
Never will forget the time Fred tery to me. Unless obviously fished in the program so we are enclos nicalities as well as studying voice, the Pendleton remained almost Portland A PBY plane from the deck, carrying a seaman into the and I fished a whole Winter day able from a boat I believe its up
The March issue of Pennsylvania
ing a copy of it as well as a com languages, and the many essential stationary at flrst, while the stern air-sea rescue base at Salem was water. Cir. ling ln the area, they on Norton's Pond waiting for a big to the discretion of the warden’s Angler pictures the new “Bead
ment on the concert which ap points necessary lor an operatic drifted slowly toward the distant dispatched to the distressed tanker tried again and again to rescue trout to come along. Then Just as service. Conditions that would per Burk" trolling tandr :n streamer by
Mononiov Beach, where the bones
Meanwhile Boatswain Daniel W him, but the mighty seas and the we got ready to take up our lines mit fishing from the oank over an Lyford Lures.
peared in the 'Dayspring.’ the
career.
of many other craft are buried.
Cluff, Offlcer-in-Charge at Chat swirling current defeated them, I hooked one in three feet of wa area of decent elbow room for all
monthly bulletin of the church."
• • • •
This looks like a peachy ' stream
The ship's regular radio had ham Life Boat Station, which had and finally they saw him no more ter that looked like a log when he would seem to indicate icc-out, if it er to me.
Mr. Smith's program included se Don't forge; the final Community
lections from
"The Creation.' Concert on Monday night, March been silenced by the break, but af been alerted shortly after one The seas were lashing fhe bow went by the hole.
Conventional trolling tandems
existed after April 1.
“Elijah" and "The Messiah" as 17, and particularly don't forget ter the disaster several men on o'clock that afternoon, climbed the with terrible fury at that moment
with the rear hook connected by
Only trouble was, his head would
well as songs by Harty, Wood. that it is to oe given in the Cam the stern secured a portable re tower to look out to 6ea through lus and although lt is probable that not come up through and the last
Carl Griffith of Rockland fishing heavy twisted gut or wire are often
Vaughn-Williams, Beach. Herbert, den Opera House. The hour is 8.15 ceiving set and listened to the de radar scope. It was some time la another seaman. Herman G. Gat we saw of that trout was a tall six with his son at Barker Point in crippled at the flrst strike and the
Malotte and others of the contem and the artist wil! be Denis Har tails and reports concerning the ter, at about 3 o’clock in the after lin was alive, he had barricaded inches wide as he broke away and Sennebec Pond, caught a 21-inch I action is so unnatural that a salporary scene. Miss Gregory and bour, cass-baritone, who comes to storm. But there was no way of noon, that he sighted two strange himself in a forecastle locker room made for deep water. That trout brown trout last Sunday. Another I mon will leave it.
the Coast blobs on the screen, evidently craft and of course fhe terrific seas pre must have weighed six pounds, good sized brown trout was reported
Miss Sprague marked as outstand us with notable acclaim lrom the communicating with
Wonder
if George
Higgins
Guard
from
either
bow
or
stern of of some sort, but at a distance less vented anyone going aboard at that easy.
ing: Recitative and Aria "It Is critics.
caught off the mouth of Depot couldn’t tie up a few of those in
the stricken ship. And it was in than six miles out on the ocean time. Although the surfeoat rc- ,
• • » •
• • • *
Enough" from "Elijah;” "The Wa
Gray Ghost, Black Ghost and Su
Brook in South Pond.
In the clippings which Mertie this strange manner that those on Later he was able to sight them turned to Chatham without any i Reckon the "Black Cat" has been
termill” (Vaughn-Williamsi: "Ah
Griffith's fish was the fourth re pervisor for a few of his fastidious
Love, But a Day" (Beach;” "Deb Hemenway so kindly sends me from the stem heard the radio news with his binoculars, and decided survivors, it should be realized i up a tree since the big storm of ported taken at Barker Point this friends?
orah" (Fenton Bone.i and "Three time to time is one announcing the that another tanker of the T-2 that without question they were that Bangs and his men carried Feb. 18 or else he's allergic to a Winter, otheis having been caught
For Jack" (Squires.) One of his artists for the 17th season of the tjpe was in trouble a few miles out the bow and sitern of a ship. But, out an operation every bit as dan blue bird diet and is putting off around Turtle Rock and the ledges.
BURKETTVILLE
he thought, the Fort Mercer was gerous as a successful mission the fateful day, for he tells us in
» • ♦ •
encores was "Modern Youth” which New Friends of Music. Among the to sta from their own position.
Kenneth
Mitchell has sold his
might
have
been.
At 8.32 that morning the tanker reported some 30 miles out to sea,
so delighted his hearers in last new instrumental groups will be
Tuesdays Courier-Gazette that
Jesse Sleeper driver of one of the
Meanwhile, the stern of the tan Spring is five weeks away. Hor Cushman Bakery trucks rolled up horses to parties in Jefferson.
the Boyd Neel Orchestra, which Fort Mercer radioed that she had and there just offshore were a bow
Summer's Warren concert
Archie Barnes and Alba Mad
ker was drifting toward Monomoy, rors! Well, probably nothing quite to Victor
And this is what the church bul Donald Merriam heard at the Ed sprung a leak In one of her tanks and a stern of a tanker!
Dennison’s dooryard
docks have employment in Bath.
Of course, what he actually had and eventually came to stop in the I the same on a Leap Year.
last Summer. and would appreciate assistance.
letin had to say following the con inburgh Festival
Monday afternoon just in time to
Mrs. Blythe Perry entertained
• • * •
cert which we think is pretty nice: Among the more familiar groups At the time the Fort Mercer re sighted was the Pendleton, to approximate vicinity of the Wa
see a red fox make a pass at one
the social club at her home here
“A proper evaluation of the con that have been engaged appears ported her position to be in North which 35 men were still clinging, dena disaster of March 17, 1982.
Charlie Duff of Rockland took of Vic's ducks. Probably saved the
Wednesday night.
(To be continued)
cert rendered by Rand Smith, our The Quartetto Italiano which has Latitude 41:49 and in West Long- hopeful of rescue. It is probable
in the China Lake ice fishing der ducks life too, for the fox took one
Mrs Ella Grinnell entertained the
Minister of Music, on Friday, Feb. achieved an extraordinary perfec
by last Sunday.
look at Sleeper and "lit out" for
28th. could come only from experts tion of balance, smoothness of en longer in the soprano category, ' anoforte. The first number Mr the Firestone broadcasts.
Fishing was spotty and action the Kinney Woods. Since the heavy- Extension A-sociation at her home
• • • •
in the field of music. But, just as semble, and blending of tone. Shir Warfield took up the piano and Horzowski played on It was a son
light, as was the case in local wa snow fall of Feb. 18 foxes have Thursday. Thirteen members and
Sparrows in a Storm
plain people require no dietician to ley Marcus, one of the Rockport refused to sing. It was not until ata composed in Florence by Ludo
ters.
been having a hard time getting two visitors were present. The
meeting was ln charge of Miss
convince them of the qualities of artist-students, now concert mis high school days when his teacher vico Giustini, about 10 years after Twenty sparrows in a tree
Most oldtimers predict the pre about for something to eat.
certain foods, so the most amateur tress of the San Antonian Sym entered him in vocal competitions, the instrument was built.
Chirp the morning in for me
sent lull in action will not improve
They love to run on solid erust Ramsdell and Mrs. Mayo, HD.A. A
•• • •
ish lovers of good music could feel phony wrote me a while back— that his talent became evident.
And I, who would have chosen
until we get a "spell” of settled but in deep, light snow they don't defense plan dinner was served,
which was very much enjoyed, as
instinctively that on Friday night "Our outstanding event was a pro Then he lifted his rich soaring I Looking through some clippings J
song.
weather.
do so well.
they were in the presence of a mas gram by the Quartetto Italiano—if voice in a Handel aria and an Eng I came across one headed “Twenty Can't be critical for long
Joe Harvey says such weather
Two years ago I came upon one well as helpful.
Best w.. he to our newly-weds.
ter who knows his work. Mr. Smith's you haven't heard them, do so at lish ballad, and carried off top Years Ago" which told of the flrst Because each brown and cheerful : conditions won’t come until the digging up frozen apples, he was
Howard Sukeforth and Stella
selections were in most cases not the first opportunity—not only do honors—the prize? A scholarship Metropolitan Opera broadcast on
bird
wind stops pjaying checkers be that hungry.
Esancy
the most familiar ones. This in it they perform without music, but in the Eastman School of Music.
Christmas afternoon 20 years ago. Doesn’t know or hasn’t heard
tween North East and North West.
Town Meeting was held Monday
self was a refreshing feature of the they have a beautiful and sensitive
When the war came, he was as This was a complete radio relay of That the earth is white with snow
"She's got to swing clear around
Some time ago I wrote here
performance. The audience exper ensemble "
signed to
Military Intelligence Humperdinck's "Hansel and Gre And that high and noth w.nds
and come into fair position right, about a pet turtle who was spend at Appleton. A very large attend
• • • •
ienced a rare delight in being in
Training Center because of his tel" and was carried by "both net- '
blow:
before we get an extended period ing the Winter in an aquarium in ance WM pre-tilt. The chief at
William Warfield, the eminent ' knowledge of French, German and works of the National Broadcasting Each one thinks the day is his
troduced to uncommon selections of
traction was moving of the High
of fair weather" says Joe.
1 our living room.
• * • •
rare worth. This first annual con Negro baritone, is also to be one of J Italian, an event that .proved re Company." Three additional broad And what a lovely day it is!
He is a little shaver, about as School to Union and the Burkettcert was highly successful and such the 195'2-53 artists. In a recent ' warding because of the contacts it casts were given—and on the af- 1 Anobel Armour (From Christian
To uphold tradition I expect large and almost as round as a sil- ville .,ehool to Appleton. After the
ooncerts no longer need be experi Christian Science Monitor under offered with many musicians. After ternoon of Jan. 2 regular broad Science Monitor.)
that Ernest Crie is making ready | ver dollar. He is a native of Knox facts were stated very little was
ments. Mr. Smith has established "Youth Should Be Heard" was an the war he joined Melvyn Douglas' casts were established. Deems Tay- .
his outdoor kitchen for an opening County, having been born in Ap- done, much to the atisfaction of
a wholesome reputation as a singer interesting resume of Warfield’s company of "Call Me Mister," and lor was elected narrator. In the, FARM BUREAU MUTUAL Al TO- day trip to open trout water, come ; pleton not far from where the j the majority of the people.
MOBILE INSURANCE CO.
career.
of rare merit and charm.”
enrolled in the American Theatre cast of “Hansel and Gretel" on j
April 1.
Georges River
enters Sennebec
Mrs. Blythe Perry. Florence MadConcord. N. II.
•• • •
Warfield’s voice, acclaimed as one Wing's professional training pro this first broadcast 20 years ago
For several years Ernest and his Pond.
' docks and Mary Pierpont were
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